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Ferguson: Two months later 
Amandla discusses Ferguson and 
the implications for our 
community. 
See Page 2 
Vol. 144, Issue. 5 
ARTS & LEISURE 
First-time dancer hits the floor 
Alex Daugherty recounts his 
experiences with Professor Rachel 
Boggia's advanced dance class. 
SPORTS 
Bobcats best Ephs 
Football team defeats Williams in 
home-opener for first win of the 
season. Mark Riley '16 leads the 
NESCAC in receptions. 
See Page 7 See Pages 10 & 12 
Exclusive: An interview with President Spencer 
The Bates Student and President Spencer tackle important issues facing campus 
DAVID WEINMAN 
NICK MCCARTHY 
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR 
& ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR 
The Bates Student sat down with 
President Clayton Spencer to get her 
thoughts on a variety of issues. This in¬ 
terview is part one in a two-part series 
from forum editors David Weinman 
and Nick McCarthy. 
Nick McCarthy: What do you be¬ 
lieve your greatest achievements on this 
campus have been thus far? 
President Spencer: It is a little early 
in my time here to be talking about re¬ 
sults, but I hope that people feel a sense 
of energy and momentum on campus. 
We have had several very strong years 
in admissions, our fundraising is gain¬ 
ing year to year, our faculty recruiting 
is outstanding, and our intellectual 
core and strong sense of community 
are powerful assets to build on. We are 
making steady progress on our three 
priorities -- the Engaged Liberal Arts, 
Purposeful Work, and Opportunity and 
Excellence. I hope that people are feel¬ 
ing a sense of joy and optimism about 
Bates. I certainly do, and I am thrilled 
to be here. 
NM: Can you speak about some of 
the changes regarding the student-ath¬ 
lete conduct policy? 
CS: There is not a new student- 
athlete conduct policy. We are using 
existing policy, but there are two things 
that have happened. One, there is much 
more communication between what 
happens on campus and the informa¬ 
tion coaches receive. Second, more 
coaches are acting decisively when there 
are issues, and there is a more consistent 
approach on the athletic side. The poli¬ 
cies haven’t changed; the practice has 
changed. 
David Weinman: In terms of the 
school s disciplinary policy, why should 
sports teams be treated differently than 
See INTERVIEW, PAGE 5 
Invasion of Katahdin- BOC tradition lives on 
JULIA MONGEAU 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
Vans full of Bates students invaded 
Baxter State Park this past weekend to 
climb Maine’s tallest peak and north¬ 
ernmost point of the Appalachian Trail, 
Mount Katahdin. 
The Katahdin trip has been a long¬ 
standing tradition for the Bates Outing 
Club. Judith Marden, class of 1966 and 
Outing Club advisor, reminisces on the 
way the trip has changed since the '60s. 
“Back in the mid '60s, when the 
Bates calendar allowed for a ‘Senior 
Week,’ the trip lasted 4 or 5 days,” 
Marden said. “All of the BOC Seniors 
went, along with some fortunate under¬ 
classmen.” 
The trip was truncated to a week¬ 
end long trip in the fall and spring dur¬ 
ing the '80s and '90s. The length of the 
trip was shortened yet again in the last 
decade. 
“At some point in the last decade, 
a few marathoners decided to leave late 
Friday night, drive all night, climb in 
the morning, and get back for Saturday 
night Bates activities,” Marden said. 
“Somehow that truncated model got 
adopted as ‘how we do it,’ and it seems 
we never went back to the full week¬ 
end.” 
BOC president Alex Weissman '15 
offers an explanation for this model, 
stressing a shift in priorities for both the 
club and the student body. 
“I think the recent Katahdin trips 
have been largely about trying to get 
as many people on campus involved as 
possible, especially underclassmen and 
students who might not otherwise at¬ 
tend an Outing Club event,” Weissman 
said. “This trip itself, or even the idea 
of the trip, has become such a tradition 
at Bates that the BOC has tried to be 
as inclusionary as possible of the whole 
campus.” 
Over 120 people signed up, but 
initially only 50 spots were available. 
The BOC must adhere to Baxter State 
Park regulations, which prohibits hik¬ 
ing groups larger than twelve people 
on the same trail. There must also be 
a one-mile gap between groups from 
the same organization; this in addition 
to the limited number of trails to the 
summit created a logistical issue for the 
trip. Even with the added support of the 
co-sponsorship fund, the costs of vans, 
food and equipment forced the BOC to 
begrudgingly deny some of those inter¬ 
ested in this particular trip. The BOC 
will offer more hiking excursions this 
year, and hopefully another Katahdin 
summit in the spring, so those students 
the club was unable to accommodate 
will have an opportunity to participate. 
As for those who attended, the 
sentiment was all around positive. De¬ 
spite the weather and some strenuous 
stretches of the trail, Bates students were 
thrilled with the experience. 
“I had never hiked Katahdin before 
so getting to hike the highest peak in 
Maine was an incredible opportunity,” 
junior Julian Bardin said. “The biggest 
challenge I would say was climbing 
over a 1,000 feet in 1.5 miles—we were 
pretty much scaling the mountain. But 
it was definitely worth it getting to the 
top. Even though it wasn’t sunny, there 
was a beautiful mist, and it made the 
hike that much more intense.” 
Juniors Cailene Gunn and Emily 
Bandoni agree that although the weath¬ 
er put a damper on the views, the trip 
was still a blast and a great way to get 
to know fellow Batesies they would not 
have otherwise met. 
“The group dynamic was awesome, 
the fog was eerie and beautiful, and the 
fall colors were a nice added touch,” 
Gunn said. “It was a practically perfect 
Saturday filled with wonderful people 
and stunning wilderness.” 
Bandoni saw the trip as an exten¬ 
sion of AESOP and an extra opportu¬ 
nity to bond with the first-year class. 
“Hiking Katahdin was one of the 
most rewarding experiences of my life,” 
Bandoni said. “It was great to get to 
know new people out in the Maine wil¬ 
derness.” 
One group of Bates students sum- 
mitted the same time as a group of hik¬ 
ers completing the Appalachian trail. 
“We saw three people finish the AT, 
including the oldest woman to ever fin¬ 
ish it who was 74—so that was pretty 
incredible!” junior Daly Johnson said. 
Despite logistical issues in planning 
and dreary weather, BOC tradition has 
yet to falter. Gunn sums up the experi¬ 
ence as: “Another success for the BOC!” 
Forum 
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AMANDLA and BSU on 
cases of racial profiling at 
Bates and in the nation 
JAMILLA DAVIS AND ALEXANDER 
BOLDEN 
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS 
Tomorrow, October 9th, marks two 
months since officer Darren Wilson of 
Ferguson, Missouri shot Mike Brown 
six times, twice in the head, killing him 
after Brown had surrendered. 
Tomorrow marks two months of 
outrage and protest met with the mili¬ 
tarization of the police force, countless 
arrests, and officials telling crowds to 
disperse. Tomorrow marks two months 
since some Batesies have chosen to ig¬ 
nore the Ferguson case. 
What future exists in this picture, if 
the present is currently characterized by 
outrage, protest, and ignored narratives? 
Sadly, this conflict does not ex¬ 
ist solely within the past two months, 
as Mike Brown’s death came on the 
heels of Trayvon Martin’s killing. Mike 
Brown’s death occurred in the long line 
of unarmed Black deaths at the hands 
of police officers, including the killings 
of Sean Bell, Oscar Grant, and Amadou 
Diallo. The most time an officer has 
served after these aforementioned shoot¬ 
ings was two years,.in the case of offi¬ 
cer Johannes Mehserle, who was found 
guilty of the involuntary manslaughter 
of Oscar Grant. The rest of the officers 
were acquitted in their cases. 
Why does this matter for Batesies? 
The underlying genesis of the conflict 
in Ferguson, Missouri lives on College 
Street as well. 
A month ago, a Black male stu¬ 
dent at Bates was riding his bike around 
campus when he noticed a police officer 
watching him from his car. The officer 
pulled over and asked the young man if 
he attended Bates College; the student 
responded that he did. The officer re¬ 
sponded by saying that he looked a little 
young and that there had been vehicle 
robberies recently. Only after the young 
man proved sufficiently to the officer 
that he was a student at Bates did the 
officer subside. The officer then claimed 
that he was not racially profiling him, 
but that he was working to prevent any 
further robberies on campus. 
Question: Why does the officer feel 
the need to convince this young man 
that he is not being racially profiled? 
What is the profile of a thief and why 
does it not fit the profile of a Batesie? 
Why is this young man’s status as a 
Batesie a question? Questions similar 
to these have been continuously been 
asked by protestors in Ferguson with 
a much more dire need for a response. 
Flowever, just as in our case, the ques¬ 
tions will remain speculative. Not only 
is it disappointing that racial profiling is 
affecting a community at large, but it is 
also disappointing that the revolution to 
stop such profiling is being ignored. 
Meetings held with President Clay¬ 
ton Spencer last year discussed racial 
profiling and relevant behavior of the 
Lewiston Police Department and Secu¬ 
rity. There are also instances in which 
Bates professors of color do not feel 
comfortable commenting on this issue. 
But the single fact that readers need to 
question why the death of a fellow hu¬ 
man should matter to them proves that 
this is a problem of breadth and depth. 
Some students are living it. Others 
are ignoring it. 
As Tim Wise said, “Acknowledg¬ 
ing unfairness then calls decent people 
forth to correct those injustices. And 
since most persons are at their core, de¬ 
cent folks, the need to ignore evidence 
of injustice is powerful: To do other¬ 
wise would force [us] to either push for 
change or live consciously as hypocrites 
who speak of freedom and opportunity 
but perpetuate a system of inequality.” 
VetfyucoL/’y 
P0%%a/£r Sandwiches 
New York Style Pizza 
207-782-7000 
15 Bartlett St. Lewiston, Maine 
Sit-in or Delivery 
Walking distance from Bates 
Open 11-9pm weekdays, closed Tuesdays. 
Open n-npm Fridays and Saturdays. 
Ferguson and the rush to judgement 
DAVID WEINMAN 
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR 
On August 9, 2014, Michael 
Brown, an African American teen¬ 
ager, was fatally shot by a white po¬ 
lice officer named Darren Wilson in 
Ferguson, Missouri. 
This tragedy sparked weeks of 
protests and even rioting in the com¬ 
munity, focusing the nations atten¬ 
tion on this small St. Louis suburb. 
It should be noted that the looters 
and rioters represented a minority of 
the protestors; however, these insti¬ 
gators managed to create great chaos 
within community, damaging local 
businesses and consequently shifting 
the narrative away from the original 
shooting. 
Police forces responded by de¬ 
ploying highly advanced military 
equipment to maintain order. While 
some of this technology may have 
been necessary to protect the com¬ 
munity, the contrast between un¬ 
armed citizens demanding justice on 
the street and cops sitting in tanks 
made the police look militant and 
out of touch, thus further escalating 
tensions. 
Officials decided to withhold 
Darren Wilson’s name for several 
days, and when they eventually pub¬ 
licized his identity it was in conjunc¬ 
tion with a videotape showing Mi¬ 
chael Brown robbing a convenience 
store. This made the police appear 
defensive, one-sided, and secretive. 
The incident was clearly the 
boiling point of a poor, distrustful 
relationship between Ferguson resi¬ 
dents and the police. The explosion 
of these tensions reveals a communi¬ 
ty and a nation still greatly troubled 
by racial issues six years after the 
election of the first African Ameri¬ 
can president. These incidents also 
demonstrate the troubling tenden¬ 
cies of the media and national lead¬ 
ers to frame every tragedy in politi¬ 
cal terms before letting the facts of 
the case come to light. 
Never missing an opportunity 
to pre-judge and further enflame a 
situation, A1 Sharpton confidently 
declared, “Michael Brown posed 
no deadly threat to the officer.” This 
statement completely ignores the 
damage a six-foot-four-, 292-pound 
man can inflict while charging at 
a policeman and reaching for his 
weapon, assuming Wilson’s account 
is accurate. 
Surpassing the role and discre¬ 
tion of the grand jury and prosecu¬ 
tor, Governor Jay Nixon of Missouri 
called for a “vigorous prosecution.” 
Equally disturbing, supporters of 
Officer Wilson from around the 
country donated funds to his legal 
defense and boldly proclaimed his 
innocence. All of this cheerleading 
occurred before investigators had 
had the opportunity to conduct a 
full autopsy, gather other forensic 
evidence, interview the witnesses, 
and examine all other facts relating 
to the case. 
As a result of this divisive pos¬ 
turing, issues such as Ferguson have 
become partisan debates rather than 
questions of justice. As a means of 
promoting their own agendas, lead¬ 
ers and movements stake their legiti¬ 
macy on the circumstances relating 
to one particular case. Lost in these 
partisan battles are the humanity of 
each individual and the unique facts 
of each event. The debate regarding 
the need to address the problems 
highlighted by Ferguson should 
never hinge on the guilt of a single 
individual. 
In the United States, every citi¬ 
zen deserves presumed innocence 
and the right to argue their defense 
in the court of law rather than on 
cable news. While local and national 
leaders have the right and responsi¬ 
bility to address the issues relating 
to a specific case, this commentary 
should be limited to calls for a fair 
and impartial investigation and, if 
necessary, a trial. We must reject the 
impulses to politicize the judicial 
system and instead remain focused 
on the broader problems and cul¬ 
ture. 
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Marijuana and the 
strike system 
The Boston Globe and Yik Yale shed 
light on the “lost art of dating” 
ALEXANDRA GWILLIM 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
With the referendum to legalize 
marijuana on the ballot in Lewiston, 
Bates has the opportunity to be a 
model for other colleges in policy re¬ 
form. While Security’s current poli¬ 
cies are meant to keep students safe, 
the stricter prohibition of marijuana 
makes consumption of alcohol the 
more attractive option to students. 
Studies have shown that alcohol is 
often a factor in sexual assault cases, 
but marijuana is not. 
Erin Foster Zsiga, the Alcohol 
and Drug Counsellor at Bates, re¬ 
ported that the college will continue 
to prohibit marijuana use on cam¬ 
pus no matter what the referendum 
results are, because the drug will still 
be illegal under state and federal law. 
It’s true, consuming marijuana 
is illegal under both state and federal 
law, but so is underage consumption 
of beer and wine. Yet getting caught 
in a room with marijuana immedi¬ 
ately results in a strike, while con¬ 
suming beer or wine underage will 
get you written up but rarely results 
in a strike. 
Alcohol is commonly referred to 
as the “#1 Date Rape Drug.” On av¬ 
erage, one out of five women is sexu¬ 
ally assaulted during her academic 
career. The National College Health 
Risk Behavior Survey found that 
40 percent of men think a woman 
drinking alcohol on a date is a will¬ 
ing sexual partner, so the men in this 
case believe it is acceptable to force 
sex onto an intoxicated woman. 
“It’s time to start considering 
the possibility that marijuana pro¬ 
hibition is driving people to drink 
and fueling incidents of sexual as¬ 
sault and date rape,” said Toni Fox, 
a spokesperson for the Women’s 
Marijuana Movement. 
I’m not suggesting Bates should 
allow marijuana use on campus; 
rather, they should revise their dis¬ 
ciplinary policy to put consumption 
of marijuana on a par with beer and 
wine for those under 21. Security 
could then focus more on liquor 
consumption, which has proven to 
be highly dangerous. 
Most alcohol poisoning inci¬ 
dents involve the consumption of 
liquor. Marijuana does not have 
the health or social risks of liquor. 





hangs it out to dry 
AMAR OJHA 
ASSISTANT FORUM EDITOR 
One aspect of Bates life that 
many students don’t appreciate un¬ 
til they’re actually on campus is the 
single-fee system, which is designed 
to “cover tuition, room, board, and 
fees.” 
Of course, one of the most ap¬ 
preciated aspects of the single-fee 
system is that students do not have 
to pay for meals in Commons by 
saving up “dining dollars” or meal 
points, as is the practice at many 
other colleges in the nation. Instead, 
Bates students are able to swipe into 
Commons as many times as they 
want and fill their faces with a vast 
array of culinary delights. 
Students also do not ever need 
to worry about the printing services 
on campus, as they are allowed to 
print out as much as they need to 
(preferably being environmentally 
conscious in doing so) in black and 
white or in color from a number of 
locations on campus. 
One item that gets sorted out 
from the single-fee mix, however, is 
laundry. 
The system of purchasing Mac- 
Gray laundry cards is much better 
than inserting quarters into indi¬ 
vidual laundry machines, as the 
MacGray essentially acts as a laun¬ 
dry debit card. The first gripe from 
many students, however, is the fact 
that the card machines only accept 
multiples of $5 bills, spitting out 
anything else in anger and fury. To 
make matters even worse, the lo¬ 
cations of these laundry card ma¬ 
chines are less than ideal. There are 
machines in Pettengill Hall, the li¬ 
brary, outside the bookstore, and in 
Hacker House, which are possibly 
the four most inconvenient places 
where the vast majority of students 
wouldn’t ever even consider loading 
up their cards. It’s almost surpris¬ 
ing that we don’t have machines on 
Mount David and by Range Pond. 
The number of laundry ma¬ 
chines for each house and dormitory 
are often another point of concern, 
as many students are left waiting 
for machines as the ratio of laundry 
machines to students appears to be 
inconsistent throughout campus. 
We live at a school that grants 
its students the ability to live with¬ 
out having to worry about paying 
for certain services on a regular ba¬ 
sis, but the laundry situation both¬ 
ers many students. As a college 
that takes pride in remaining en¬ 
vironmentally conscious, it would 
also make sense to invest in more 
eco-friendly machines if the entire 
laundry system were to eventually 
change. 
Understandably, this would 
be a large operation if it were to 
switch out the machines, change the 
number of machines per residence, 
replace the MacGray laundry card 
system, and incorporate this into the 
single fee in yearly tuition. While it 
would be a large change, it would 
certainly be one that the vast major¬ 
ity of students at Bates would highly 
appreciate. 
DOUBLE DZ GRILLE 
-Mondays- 
500 off Italians - buy 10 get one free 
-Tuesdays- 
500 off quesadillas - buy five get one free 
-Wednesdays- 
One dollar slices of pizza all day 
-Thursdays- 
500 off wraps - buy five get one free 
-Fridays- 
Five dollar fish sandwich 
-Saturday- 
500 off breakfast sandwiches, 500 off omelets 
Dinner special; Fish & Chips (german fries) for $8.99 
-Sundays- 
Super Sunday Football specials 
$1 offNachos 
$1 off large pizzas 
$1 off any large wings, tenders, fried pickles 
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located inside Lewiston Variety 
where 30 packs ofPBR are only $15.99++ while they last 




Last May, a Boston College stu¬ 
dent writing for The Boston Globe 
wrote an article titled, “College class 
tries to revive the lost art of dating,” 
featuring BC philosophy professor 
Kerry Cronin, who teaches a semi¬ 
nar about relationships and per¬ 
sonal development. Her course has 
increased in popularity ever since 
Cronin made a formerly optional 
assignment mandatory—for every 
student to ask someone out on a real 
date. 
Cronin’s assignment dictates 
several rules; the student going on 
a “Cronin date,” according to the 
article, must ask someone out in 
person, and it must be someone of 
“legitimate romantic interest.” Fur¬ 
thermore, the assignment-date is 
not allowed to involve alcohol or 
sex. 
Some people reading these rules 
for the first time might be rolling 
their eyes incredulously, but despite 
the number of stipulations, Bos¬ 
ton College students are flocking 
to Cronin’s class for the dating as¬ 
signment because they have “trouble 
asking people out on dates on their 
own.” 
Boston College and Bates are 
united in that “trouble.” 
Last week, The Bates Student 
published a Forum article, “Hook¬ 
up vs. dating culture,” which 
claimed, “Dating and hook-up cul¬ 
tures can coexist peacefully with¬ 
out cancelling each other out.” The 
writer believes that even though the 
hookup culture is more prevelant 
than the dating culture, the latter is 
still present at Bates. 
But “dating” can mean different 
things in different contexts, just as 
the term “hook-up” can. When we 
say “dating,” are we talking about 
starting or being in an official re¬ 
lationship, or going on several ca¬ 
sual dates with different people? 
You know, like asking a person out 
to dinner, picking him or her up at 
7:30, walking home, saying you had 
a really nice time, blah blah blah. 
If we’re talking about the former 
sense of dating as an established rela¬ 
tionship, then I agree; that does exist 
at Bates. There is a decent number 
of couples here. Some of the ones 
I know have been dating since the 
beginning of freshman year, while 
many relationships seem to come 
from longtime friendships that 
eventually became something more. 
So yes, if we restrict our defini¬ 
tion of dating to that image, there is 
a dating culture. 
If we’re talking about the latter 
sense of dating though, as in going 
on actual dates to get to know some¬ 
one that you don’t really even know 
as a friend, then I think it’s safe to 
say that does not exist at Bates, and 
I’m guessing it doesn’t really exist for 
our generation at colleges other than 
BC. 
Last week’s Student article point¬ 
ed out, “If we want to date someone, 
then we can simply ask that person 
out.” It does seem simple, but no 
one seems to do it. 
The evidence is visible around 
campus as well as on social media, 
and Yik Yak in particular. Recently, 
a Bates student posted a Yak that 
read, “Asking a girl out for coffee 
at Bates is the same as asking, Will 
you marry me?”’ 
That single anonymous sen¬ 
tence that exists on the same screen 
as a simple text message is actu¬ 
ally extremely telling. I have no idea 
how many up-votes and down-votes 
it received, but it really doesn’t need 
any to prove whether people sup¬ 
port dating or the hook-up culture 
more, since Yaks presenting oppo¬ 
site ideals exist too. 
The point is that this Yak shows 
that many people, not just the per¬ 
son who wrote it, must be scared— 
terrified, actually—to ask someone 
on a casual, get-to-know-you date. 
Even scarier than that, though, is 
the huge irony of this fear. A casual 
date doesn’t lead to a ring and a walk 
down the aisle. A date, in its origi¬ 
nal (by this time almost historical) 
context, was supposed to be casual 
to the point that one could go on 
dates with several different people, 
because each one did not at all rep¬ 
resent a serious relationship. Per¬ 
haps the Yak doesn’t mean that a 
date necessarily leads to a wedding, 
but the writer is still comparing ask¬ 
ing someone out to proposing and 
therefore still means that it would be 
a heart rate-increasing, adrenaline¬ 
pumping, jelly-legs-inducing expe¬ 
rience. 
It seems obvious that a modern 
relationship has more potential to 
become a marriage than a pick-you- 
up-at-7:30, walk-you-home-after- 
dinner date does. But it needs to be 
said anyway, because most people 
our age haven’t picked anyone up 
at 7:30 or walked someone home 
after a nice dinner in that sense. 
Maybe the Yak is half-kidding or 
even fully joking, and maybe I’m 
an English major reading too much 
into an anonymous character’s self- 
expression. But for the most part, 
and even if the writer was kidding, 
I think the Yak’s analogy speaks to 
the fear in today’s college students to 
make ourselves vulnerable in asking 
someone out; to be nervous getting 
ready before the date arrives and fig¬ 
uring out what to wear; to actually 
make conversation with someone 
you barely know but want to, face- 
to-face instead of text-to-text. 
We often forget, though, that 
part of why it’s hard to change the 
way we date or hook-up is because 
the two options are both defined by 
that tricky word—culture. The dat¬ 
ing and hookup cultures are micro¬ 
cultures of larger ones-the culture of 
Bates, of American colleges, of our 
generation, etc. 
But you can’t change a culture 
of any size overnight. Cultures 
evolve and change over time, just 
like people. Even if every single per¬ 
son at Bates wanted a dating culture 
to reign, it’s not as though we could 
vote for it one night and institute it 
the next. We can’t change collective¬ 
ly right away, and we don’t necessar¬ 
ily need to, but people can change it 
individually if they want to. Those 
who want to ask others out on dates 
won’t do it immediately, or maybe 
ever, because yes, it’s scary to do 
something out of the ordinary social 
norms and to be alone in doing it. 
But if you want to, take the social 
risk—we take academic ones every 
day—and be the change you wish to 
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Student Conduct Committee 
Case Summaries 
Incident Date: April 4, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with academic misconduct by virtue 
of for cheating on a homework assignment on or about April 2, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by Agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate probation for the remainder 
of academic career at Bates College, and a one-year suspension held in 
abeyance if found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of any fu¬ 
ture violations of academic integrity policies. 
Incident Date: April 14, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with academic misconduct by virtue 
of cheating in a course, on or about April 11, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by Agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate an immediate Short Term 
2014 suspension, probation for the remainder of academic career at Bates 
College, and a one full-semester suspension held in abeyance if found 
guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of any future violations of aca¬ 
demic integrity policies. Student not allowed on the Bates campus during 
suspension period unless special permission from the Dean of Students 
office has been obtained. 
Incident Date: Winter 2014 Semester 
Charge: A student was charged with academic misconduct by virtue 
of for cheating in two courses during the Winter 2014 semester. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by Agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate a Fall 2014 semester suspen¬ 
sion, probation for the remainder of academic career at Bates College, 
and a one-year suspension held in abeyance if found guilty by the Student 
Conduct Committee of any future violations of academic integrity poli¬ 
cies. Student not allowed on the Bates campus during suspension period 
unless special permission from the Dean of Students office has been ob¬ 
tained. 
Incident Date: April 22, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with academic misconduct by virtue 
of plagiarizing a paper in a course on or about April 22, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate probation for the remainder 
of academic career at Bates College, and a one full-semester suspension 
held in abeyance if found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of 
any future violations of academic integrity policies. Student is required to 
meet with [a dean, a writing specialist and course professorj to discuss this 
incident and strategies for the future. 
Incident Date: April 30, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with damaging college property and 
for engaging in disorderly conduct, specifically for pulling a fire alarm on 
or about April 30, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate an immediate Short Term 
2014 suspension with eligibility to return for the Fall 2014 semester, and 
probation for the remainder of academic career at Bates College with a 
one full-semester suspension held in abeyance if found guilty by the Stu¬ 
dent Conduct Committee of any future acts of intentional damage or 
disorderly conduct. Student not allowed on the Bates campus during sus¬ 
pension period unless special permission from the Dean of Students office 
has been obtained. Student is required to have a meeting with a counselor 
or doctor at home to discuss this incident. Student must conform to all 
required follow-up as recommended by the counselor or doctor. Prior to 
return to Bates for the Fall 2014 semester, counselor must provide notice 
to our office that all recommendations have been completed. Student re¬ 
quired to pay for the cost of repair or replacement of the exit sign and two 
windows that were damaged, as well as pay a fine for pulling the fire alarm. 
Incident Date: May 2, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with unacceptable social behavior by 
virtue of violating the College’s Drug and Alcohol Policy on or about May 
2, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate an immediate Short Term 
2014 suspension with eligibility to return for the Fall 2014 semester, and 
probation for the remainder of academic career at Bates College with a 
one full-semester suspension held in abeyance if found guilty by the Stu¬ 
dent Conduct Committee of any future violations of the College’s Alcohol 
and drug policy. Student not allowed on the Bates campus during suspen¬ 
sion period unless special permission from the Dean of Students office has 
been obtained. 
Incident Date: May 13, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with engaging in disorderly conduct, 
specifically for pulling a fire alarm, on or about May 13, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate probation for the remainder 
of academic career at Bates College, and a one full-semester suspension 
held in abeyance if found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of 
any future violations of disorderly conduct or other non-strike violations 
as a result of alcohol consumption. Student is required to meet with the 
College’s Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug Counselor and was charged 
the cost of the pulled fire alarm as well as a safety fine. 
Incident Date: May 14, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with disorderly conduct and damag¬ 
ing college property, specifically for breaking multiple windows, on or 
about May 14, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate an immediate Short Term 
2014 suspension with eligibility to return for the Fall 2014 semester and 
probation for the remainder of academic career at Bates College with a 
one-year suspension held in abeyance if found guilty by the Student Con¬ 
duct Committee of any future violations of social misconduct. Student 
not allowed on the Bates campus during suspension period unless special 
permission from the Dean of Students office has been obtained. Student 
required to have meetings with a counselor at home to discuss this inci¬ 
dent. Student must conform to all required follow-up as recommended 
by the counselor. Prior to return to Bates for the Fall 2014 semester, 
counselor must provide notice to Dean of Students office that all recom¬ 
mendations have been completed and that they believe you are ready to 
return to the academic setting of Bates College. Student must pay for the 
cost of repair or replacement of the broken and damaged windows. 
Incident Date: May 16, 2014 
Charge: A student was charged with engaging in disorderly conduct, 
on or about May 14, 2014. 
Outcome: Voluntary Resolution by agreement in lieu of SCC hear¬ 
ing. The elements of the agreement stipulate probation for the remainder 
of academic career at Bates College with a one-semester suspension held 
in abeyance if found guilty by the Student Conduct Committee of any 
future acts of social misconduct. Student is required to complete twenty 
hours of community restitution. Failure to complete the hours by the due 
date will result in hours being doubled. Student is required to have a 
meeting with a counselor during the Fall 2014 semester to discuss this in¬ 
cident. Student must conform to all required follow-up as recommended 
by the counselor. Counselor must provide notice to Dean of Students of¬ 
fice stating that student has completed all recommendations. Student also 
required to write an anonymous letter, which is to be used as an educa¬ 
tional tool for future students, discussing this experience and the potential 
dangers of drug and alcohol interactions. 
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Life with a Fockey Player: Aiming for 
well-being in your first year of college 
REBECCA SNOW 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
I live with a field hockey player. 
Her name is Alyssa and she’s 
the absolute best. She’s charismatic, 
funny, kind, and very intense. I first 
met her right after I came back from 
my AESOP trip, and all I remember 
her saying is “Hi, nice to meet you, 
I’m Alyssa. I had three sessions to¬ 
day, Rebecca,” and “I have to wake 
up at 6am, guys.” 
Now, my roommates and I 
poke fun at how her intensity was 
definitely intimidating in the begin¬ 
ning. I know that most, if not ev¬ 
ery, varsity athlete is just as intense, 
but it’s different when you’re living 
with them. It somehow has become 
a part of my life. Her determination 
to stay in shape and take care of her 
body has definitely inspired me. I’ve 
gone to my first field hockey game 
because of her. 
Alyssa has practice from 4:00 to 
7:00 every afternoon and evening 
(sometimes even longer). There are 
games and events that she is re¬ 
quired to go to as a varsity athlete, 
such as group lifting. Athletes have 
to dedicate time to watch videos of 
their past games and take feedback 
that will improve their form. She’s 
also not allowed to drink, and there 
are strict rules and regulations that 
go along with that. 
Her dedication has inspired 
me to become more rigorous with 
my exercise routine. Back home in 
a city, it was easy to push myself to 
work out because there was an end¬ 
less amount of group exercise classes 
to choose from. Some were stupidly 
expensive, but others were very af¬ 
fordable. These opportunities al¬ 
lowed me to work out without hav¬ 
ing to really think about it. 
Perhaps not many people have 
experienced losing that level of ac¬ 
cessibility to exercise activities, but 
the disparity has been very eye-open¬ 
ing for me. In New York, I may have 
been physically exerting myself, but 
it was because someone was telling 
me to. To have the mental strength 
to complete your own workout on 
your own time is a commitment. 
Alyssa has to think every day 
about her team and her body. Not 
only is it important to be aware of 
how active you should be, but it is 
also important to recognize what we 
put into our bodies. 
For someone who does so much 
in a day, Alyssa has an immense 
amount of energy, and this is defi¬ 
nitely because she takes the time to 
eat the right things. It’s something 
that we’ve all heard from our parents 
and other authority figures in our 
lives, but it is essential to eat foods 
that will energize you as well as keep 
you full. 
People who lead healthy life¬ 
styles usually eat whole grains, lean 
proteins, vegetables, and fruit. It has 
been difficult to seek these health¬ 
ful foods out because Commons has 
such alluring pizzas and desserts, 
and there is absolutely no shame in 
eating those delicious treats. In fact, 
it is important to let yourself enjoy 
a treat for your mental and physical 
wellness. If you put yourself on an 
absurdly strict diet, you will inevita¬ 
bly fail and feel awful about yourself. 
There is a quote that says, 
“When you screw up, skip a work¬ 
out or eat a bad meal, it doesn’t 
make you a bad person. It makes 
you human. Welcome to the club. 
There are about seven billion of us.” 
There is a trend called 80/20 
diet that suggests one eats well 80% 
of the time and for the other 20% 
is for eating the food one craves. 
There’s absolutely no reason to stress 
over food, because the tools to make 
the right choices are available to us. 
Never before has our country 
been more aware of what we put 
into our bodies. Michelle Obama 
has made it her mission to make 
America healthier. Countless mov¬ 
ies and books have unearthed the 
corrupt and horrible conditions that 
the fast-food and junk-food com¬ 
panies thrive in. The obesity epi¬ 
demic in America has forced people 
to recognize and recondition their 
food choices. While my roommate 
represents the epitome of deliber¬ 
ate health, in a new age of increased 
need for and accessibility to healthy 
living resources, we all have the 
power to be our best selves. 
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Brooks Quimby Debate Council 
wins Columbia 
Summers and Seaman-Grant 3rd best in nation; finish strong at Yale 
1 News .. 
Lost Valley will remain 
open this season 
With community fundraising, owners take 
a leap of faith SAM HIGGINS 
STAFF WRITER 
The Brooks Quimby Debate Coun¬ 
cil (BQDC) came in first place at Co¬ 
lumbia University Tournament on Sep¬ 
tember 19 & 20. Bates, who won the 
tournament over Johns Hopkins, ended 
Harvard’s three-year winning streak at 
the tournament. The Columbia Debate 
Tournament is one of the largest and 
most competitive of the BQDC’s sea¬ 
son. 
In collegiate debate tournaments, 
each school sends multiple two-person 
teams to compete. The Bates winning 
team, President Matthew Summers 
T5 and Novice Director Zoe Seaman- 
Grant T7, came in first out of 97 teams. 
This win makes Bates the 3rd best 
collegiate debate team in the United 
States. 
“The win at Columbia is a major 
achievement for the team,” Vice Presi¬ 
dent Logan Pettinato T6 said. “This is 
the first time in the storied history of 
debate at Bates that anyone from the 
BQDC has won this event. This victory, 
coupled with the team’s track record of 
success from last year, spells great prom¬ 
ise for the season ahead.” 
The Columbia tournament was 
an American Parliamentary debate, in 
which one of the teams determines the 
topic of discussion. The team that does 
not provide the topic debates without 
preparation. 
“Winning the tournament was 
definitely a highlight,” Seaman-Grant 
said. “It was awesome to have two Bates 
teams advance to octofinals, one of the 
first times that has happened at a varsity 
American parliamentary tournament 
since I’ve been here.” 
The BQDC is a member the Amer¬ 
ican Parliamentary Debate Association 
(APDA), which hosts debates tourna¬ 
ments across the United States every 
weekend during the academic year. 
Moreover, at the Yale debate tour¬ 
nament last weekend, in which a total 
of 140 teams from the U.S. and abroad 
competed, three of the four participat¬ 
ing Bates teams finished within the top 
thirty teams. 
The Yale debate tournament 
is one of the most prestigious de¬ 
bate tournaments in North America. 
Sophomore Zoe Seaman-Grant was the 
10th best individual speaker out of the 
280 debaters who participated. 
In addition, the two Bates sopho¬ 
more teams that competed came in 54th 
and 31st place. Both of the sophomore 
teams were only a few points away from 
making it to the elimination rounds 
“[They] not only placed very well, but, 
developmentally speaking, had strong 
performances, which is good for the fu¬ 
ture, especially because we have a very 
strong senior class graduating at the end 
of the year,” Summers said. 
The Yale tournament, unlike the 
Columbia tournament, was a British 
Parliamentary Debate tournament, in 
which none of the teams know what the 
debate topic will be until fifteen min¬ 
utes before the debate begins. In one 
round four teams compete against one 
another. Two teams defend a position 
and the other two attack it. 
Some of the topics the BQDC de¬ 
bated at Yale ranged from whether or 
not NATO should threaten Russia to 
whether Lulu is good for dating culture. 
This year the leaders of the BQDC 
have been focusing more on putting its 
members in challenging positions with¬ 
in debate rounds in practices. They’ll 
have members give a speech defending 
one side of an argument, and with only 
a matter of minutes to prepare, present 
a counter-argument. 
Furthermore, this year the BQDC 
has one of the largest novice groups it 
has ever had. The BQDC did not send 
the novices to a competition at Smith 
College, but instead paired novices with 
varsity members in practice and had the 
pairs compete against one another. 
In November, Bates debate is send¬ 
ing five teams to compete at Oxford 
University and Cambridge University. 
In December, three Bates debate teams 
are going to Malaysia to compete in the 
World Universities Debate Champion¬ 
ships (WUDC). Last year, two of the 
seven American teams to pass the elimi¬ 
nation rounds at the Chennai World 
Championships were from Bates. 
“The Bates team is amazingly sup¬ 
portive, and everyone gets along really 
well,” Seaman-Grant said. “We always 
watch each other’s outrounds and make 
sure to be there for [our] teams,” 
The BQDC will also be hosting the 
Annual Family Weekend Debate at the 
Olin Concert Hall on Saturday, Oct. 11 
at 2:30 P.M. 
HANNAH GOLDBERG 
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR 
Earlier this fall, Auburn’s own Lost 
Valley Ski and Banquet Resort pub¬ 
licized their financial struggles. The 
two-chair mountain was unable to earn 
enough income last winter; despite lots 
of snow, the bitter cold and rain became 
a liability and ticket sales plummeted. 
Co-Owner Connie King told The Bates 
Student that the ski area needed to raise 
a staggering $50,000 just to open the 
colored chairlift, and $100,000 to get 
both chairs up and running. But the 
community was not ready to give up on 
this local treasure. 
The Friends of Lost Valley, a com¬ 
munity lead fundraising organization, 
launched a “Save Lost Valley!” Crow- 
drise campaign open to online dona¬ 
tions. Support poured out from local 
skiers and Bobcats alike, in addition 
to matching donations from Emer¬ 
son Toyota and Sunday River. Even 
though the Crowdrise campaign has 
not reached the $50,000 mark, own¬ 
ers Connie King and Lincoln Hayes are 
taking a leap of faith. “The decision had 
to be made right away, or we would of 
lost big school programs,” King said. 
In a press conference last Wednes¬ 
day, Hayes and King outlined their 
plan of attack. The Sun Journal reports 
the colored chairlift will open using the 
$23,000 in community fundraising. 
This lift will provide access to two-thirds 
of the mountain. 
In addition to community fundrais¬ 
ing efforts, Lost Valley is dramatically 
cutting ticket prices in their Season Pass 
Madness campaign ending October 15, 
with hopes to sell more tickets. Indi¬ 
vidual season passes will be sold for half 
price at $199—Hayes and King hope 
this will help the mountain maintain an 
affordable family atmosphere. Tickets 
will also come with added perks includ¬ 
ing a 10 percent discount at the retail 
store and “2-for-l lift tickets at Black 
Mountain, Camden Snowbowl, Her¬ 
man Mountain, Titcomb, Spruce, and 
Big Rock.” If Lost Valley posts larger 
profits with the new ticket sales, the sec¬ 
ond lift will open. The mountain also 
plans to close on Mondays to cut costs. 
Lost Valley is also making some 
infrastructural changes. Working with 
Efficiency Maine, a company that helps 
business become more cost-effective, 
the mountain plans to purchase new 
energy efficient snowmaking towers and 
lighting. The mountain is also plan¬ 
ning a board of directors—a goal Me¬ 
linda Chadbourne, a key member of the 
Friends of Lost Valley, outlined for the 
September 17 th issue of The Bates Stu¬ 
dent. 
Bates students will keep their back¬ 
yard ski slope—Bobcats ski for free at 
Lost Valley, including night skis. Stu¬ 
dent Activities will also continue to run 
buses to Lost Valley on Occasion. Junior 
Julia Savage, captain of the Club Alpine 
Ski Team, expresses the sentiment held 
by many when they realized Lost Valley 
would remain open. 
“The first emotion I felt was extreme 
excitement. But mostly, I was relieved,” 
Savage said. “Over the past two years 
that I have spent at Bates, Lost Valley 
has come to mean so much to me. It 
was where I was part of a team, where 
I could escape from the Bates campus, 
and most of all where I could fulfill my 
passion for skiing. Without Lost Valley, 
I would lose the place that allows me to 
reset from my day-to-day life, that then 
enables me to go back to school and 
study.” 
Bates is a large part of the Lost Val¬ 
ley community, said King. Students are 
part of the atmosphere and lifeline of 
the mountain. “We are working on a 
couple of volunteer days,” King said. 
“Moving forward, I hope that Bates 
students will be more active participants 
in the Lost Valley community, perhaps 
in the organization of a winter festival 
or maybe just in being part of the many 
volunteer-based organizations that call 
Lost Valley their home,” Savage said. 
“I for one am just happy to get 
back on snow, to go home to a small 
ski mountain with a gigantic amount of 
heart.” 
INTERVIEW 
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someone who is in a capella or any other 
organization? 
CS: So if somebody is in an a ca¬ 
pella organization, if somebody is in the 
debate team, if somebody is in Outing 
Club, somebody is in the library most 
of the time, they are all treated exactly 
the same by our disciplinary policy. 
How the different activities deal with 
these issues has to be decided by that 
particular activity. So if a sports team 
feels strongly that they do not want 
their athletes drinking while they are 
trying to do something that relates to 
physical performance, then I think it is 
absolutely appropriate for them to set 
whatever types of norms they need to. 
NM: Should the athletic conduct 
policy be addressed from an institution¬ 
al approach—i.e. as a top-down, clearly 
defined athletic department policy—or 
should the disciplinary process be dis¬ 
cretionary? If left to discretion, is the 
decision left to the deans, the athletic 
director, or the individual coaches? 
CS: I think the athletic department 
needs to provide leadership, from the 
athletic director down to the coaches-, 
about how alcohol needs to be handled. 
Coaches always have the discretion 
when they learn information about stu¬ 
dents to decide what the appropriate 
consequences may be. That remains; it 
should remain. There is a range of dif¬ 
ferent kinds of actions they can take. 
Coaches should have discretion to run 
the teams the way they want, but they 
should definitely receive information 
that is relevant to students on their 
teams. I know, as well, that Dean of 
Students Josh McIntosh is going to cre¬ 
ate a working group to tackle questions 
of campus culture and climate, work¬ 
ing with [Associate Vice President and 
Chief Diversity Officer] Crystal Wil¬ 
liams. They are going to put together a 
very inclusive process to look at a range 
of issues, including alcohol policy, and 
students will be central to this process. 
DW: When we were freshmen we 
were told that beer was not punishable 
from the school, if you had a 24 pack 
or less in your dorm room, even if you 
were under 21. Is it a good idea to pun¬ 
ish students for possessing beer under 
the age of 21 ? 
CS: Drinking under the age of 21 
is not legal. The status quo that has pre¬ 
vailed the two years that I have been on 
this campus is not acceptable with re¬ 
gard to alcohol. It has been dangerous, 
it has resulted in an enormous amount 
of property destruction, of injury to 
students and others, and the idea that 
we are taking a clearer approach to en¬ 
forcement—that we are actually writing 
up more — is necessary and has my full 
support. 
DW: Many students argue that the 
policy of security targeting parties on 
campus earlier in the night, especially 
on Frye Street, pushes parties off cam¬ 
pus, creating a greater disruption in the 
local community. How do you think, as 
a community, we can correctly balance 
our social scene to keep campus parties 
under control and respect our off-cam¬ 
pus neighbors? 
CS: It starts with the students who 
are of age and handling parties appro¬ 
priately—not having parties where they 
have large groups of underage students. 
If students live off-campus, are over 21, 
and they are inside their houses having 
a good time under appropriate circum¬ 
stances, that is fine. But if students are 
being hugely loud and disruptive at 2 
o’clock in the morning, that is unac¬ 
ceptable. I think all of this starts with 
students taking a much more respon¬ 
sible and considered approach to this. 
Not eliminating fun—college is about 
fun—but among other things, I think 
students have a lot of power to shape the 
culture around us. 
NM: In a difficult economic envi¬ 
ronment, what policies are you imple¬ 
menting, or planning to implement, to 
aid Bates graduates in finding a job? 
CS: This is the essence of the Pur¬ 
poseful Work Initiative. One of the 
reasons we are implementing Purpose¬ 
ful Work as a comprehensive, mission- 
based program, is the idea that you don’t 
just want any job out of college, you 
want a job that captures your talents, 
that you are interested in, that brings 
meaning to your life. So to get yourself 
in that position, we need to start early 
on, beginning in orientation in a very 
developmental way. We are developing 
an internship program which is much 
more robust than the one we have 
now, with internships by industry and 
geography to meet the interests of our 
students. Our hope, which is entirely 
dependent on fundraising, is that every 
Bates student will have the opportunity 
for an internship—whether sponsored 
by the employer or by Bates, depend¬ 
ing on the nature of the work—these 
things are going to make Bates students 
much better equipped to bridge into the 
working world post-college. 
NM: How are you working to make 
Bates a more academically competitive 
and prestigious college? 
CS: By being committed to excel¬ 
lence in everything we do—bringing in 
terrific leaders, terrific faculty in depart¬ 
ments, leaders in the administration, 
just upping our game in a variety of 
ways. But my goal here is to create the 
best possible experience according to 
our values. I do not think it is healthy 
to be overly focused on what the com¬ 
petitive landscape is, but rather to ask, 
“Who are we? How do we do what we 
do in an excellent way?” And I think if 
we focus on who we are and what we’re 
trying to accomplish, the rest will fol¬ 
low. 
DW: To what extent should Bates 
admissions and hiring policies focus on 
promoting diversity in our community? 
CS: That ought to be a front-of- 
mind concern in everything we do be¬ 
cause we need to be an engine of op¬ 
portunity if we are going to be a vibrant 
educational institution carrying out our 
mission. We are graduating students 
into a very pluralistic world, so if you 
want students to be prepared for the life 
they are going to have as adults, then 
this community needs to teach students 
that engaging across difference is a pow¬ 
erful force for being effective in the 
world. It is also at the absolute root of 
our mission. 
DW: Many people argue that con¬ 
servative professors are greatly outnum¬ 
bered on this campus compared to their 
liberal counterparts. Is that a problem? 
How should ideological diversity be 
treated differently than other forms of 
diversity? 
CS: Having a diversity of view¬ 
points on campus and in the classroom 
is vital to our liberal arts mission. Our 
professors, any professor, have an ethi¬ 
cal obligation to create an atmosphere 
in class that is open to all views. I think 
there are ways of teaching that are tied 
to the reading of materials, discussions, 
texts that have intellectual integrity, 
and I have confidence that our classes 
are being conducted with intellectual 
integrity. 
DW: So should it be a priority, as an 
ideal, to have a balance, even if it’s not 
completely possible? 
CS: I do not think we should hire 
based off our notion of what people’s 
political views are. I do not think we 
know most of the time what they are. 
DW: Why is Bates’ endowment 
so low compared to comparable NES- 
CACs? What strategies are being con¬ 
sidered or have been implemented to 
catch up to other colleges, financially? 
CS: Our endowment is lower than 
some of our peers in the NESCAC be¬ 
cause we have, over the last several de¬ 
cades, not raised money at the rate of 
those other colleges. It is not an issue 
with our investment policies, which 
have been parallel to our peers. For 
whatever reasons, we did not raise 
money at the same rate. Therefore, at 
this point, we are focused on fundrais¬ 
ing in order to strengthen our financial 
situation. We increased fundraising 33 
percent from 2013 to 2014, and over 
the next several years we will move into 
a comprehensive fundraising campaign 
that will leave no stone unturned. 
NM: What steps is Bates taking to 
develop a presence in regions outside of 
New England, such as throughout the 
Midwest and West Coast? 
CS: The first thing is admissions. 
We are traveling a great deal more; we 
are buying more names of prospective 
students. We are actively working with 
school counselors and others acfoss 
the nation and internationally. Leigh 
Weisenburger, our Dean of Admissions, 
will take any assignment to go speak 
on a panel out in LA, or Chicago, or 
wherever. And in parallel, on the alumni 
side, we are providing much more in¬ 
teresting, better programming. I have 
been here for two years, and both years 
I have traveled to Boston, New York, 
Chicago, San Francisco, and LA once. 
We are traveling broadly throughout 
the country, getting much more atten¬ 
dance at events, and trying to project 
our presence more broadly through 
a livelier website and various forms of 
communication. Given the changing 
demographics in our country, a more 
active approach to these issues is vital to 
our future. 
NM: Bates is extremely expensive, 
and higher education is very expensive 
in general. How can we make a Bates 
education more affordable and acces¬ 
sible? 
CS: Bates is already a leader in 
making financial aid a priority. On an 
extremely tight budget, we spend $30 
million a year on financial aid. That is 
hugely important and will stay impor¬ 
tant. We need to keep that front and 
center. If we had a great deal more en¬ 
dowment, we could be even more of 
a leader in making college affordable. 
This kind of intensive, residential, high 
relationship-based education is an in¬ 
herently costly model, so the way to 
make it more affordable is through fi¬ 
nancial aid. That requires more financial 
resources, and we will work very hard to 
raise those. 
NM: What do you think makes 
Bates unique? 
CS: The first thing I think of is our 
history and mission. We were 100 years 
ahead of our time in admitting women 
along with men, in admitting African 
Americans along with white students, 
and in rejecting the notion of having an 
internal social hierarchy in terms of fra¬ 
ternities and sororities. That is deep in 
our DNA and culture. As a touchstone, 
it is expressed in our mission statement. 
NM: What is your biggest regret 
thus far as president? 
CS: I have no regrets. 
NM: When you leave Bates, what 
do you want to be the defining aspect 
of your legacy? 
CS: I want people from whatever angle 
—whether it is students talking about 
their experience, whether it is faculty 
talking about their academic careers, 
whether it is the public talking about 
Bates—I want all of them to feel like 
we are in a stronger place than we were 
when I got here. 
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clarified 






The ducks are gone. This fall, the 
cold has not sent the ducks south, the 
Bates Administration has. For years 
the duck population on the Puddle has 
been growing. The ducks have become 
too comfortable with the human pres¬ 
ence on campus and have begun to pose 
a health concern. 
Doug Ginevan, the Assistant Vice 
President for Financial planning here at 
Bates, has spearheaded this effort in re¬ 
sponse to the growing duck issue. 
“Many people are quite concerned 
that they have become so ‘used to peo¬ 
ple’ that they don’t move for cars, bikes, 
or people walking near the Puddle,” 
Ginevan said. “In addition to being 
unsightly, their droppings also pose 
a health concern, especially with the 
number of children that visit the Puddle 
and sit in the grass.” 
On Monday, the ducks were trans¬ 
ported to a marsh below Portland, about 
a hundred miles south of Bates. There 
has been no report of their current con¬ 
dition. While Mr. Ginevan reports that 
the vast majority of campus reactions 
have been “very happy,” students seem 
to be disappointed by the decision. 
“The ducks quacking always bright¬ 
ened my day,” Clarke Shipley ’17 said. 
“My walk back to Page freshman year 
was never lonely.” 
Quintin Pollart T8 had a similar 
reaction to the relocation: “The ducks 
[are] as much a part of Page as the 
building or the residents are, and will be 
dearly missed by all.” 
The ducks have already made their 
new home away from campus. A biolo¬ 
gist from the U.S. Department of Ag¬ 
riculture’s Wildlife Services Department 
humanely transported them Monday 
morning. In 2010 a number of ducks 
were relocated in a similar way, suggest¬ 
ing that this is not the last time ducks 
will grace Bates with their presence. 
JULIA MONGEAU 
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR 
Amidst the hustle and bustle of the 
tea station, a sign warns that food car¬ 
ried out in mugs will be confiscated. 
The practice of taking snacks for 
later, in either the former, beloved mugs, 
or the new disposable containers, was 
presumed acceptable in the past. Junior 
Grace Boueri believes, “Carrying out 
cereal in a mug is innocent.” With all 
of the changes happening in Commons 
this fall, students seek clarification of 
any changes in the food removal policy. 
Director of Dining Services Cheryl Lac¬ 
ey sets the record straight. 
“There have been no changes made 
to the food removal policy,” Lacey said. 
“Although no changes have been made 
the appearance of disposable cups this 
fall adds another category of container, 
so it appears some clarification would be 
helpful.” 
As all Batesies know, students can 
enter Commons as many times a day as 
they please, as well as eat as much food 
as they want while inside. They are al¬ 
lowed to take food to eat on the go, like 
an apple, ice cream cone, or bagel, but 
nothing that requires a container such 
as the mugs. 
“For health code reasons, we do not 
provide bulk food or items to be eaten 
later,” Lacey said. 
“We are responsible for food pro¬ 
duced and served in our facility. Because 
we have no control over how something 
is stored once it leaves Commons, we do 
not permit food to leave.” 
Furthermore, food left out in dorm 
rooms or not properly disposed of leaves 
residence and campus buildings suscep¬ 
tible to pests. 
Though there have not been any 
actual changes, students still voice their 
frustration with the policy. 
“If they are deciding to enforce the 
no food removal policy, then they need 
to have a place on campus where stu¬ 
dents can get snack food to take to go, 
ideally covered by the meal plan,” junior 
Jessica Siegel said. 
“They closed Milts because people 
aren’t using it but then start enforc¬ 
ing commons food removal policy?” 
junior Adriane Spiro inquired. “Stu¬ 
dents shouldn’t have to find their way 
olf-campus to get food if they have to 
unexpectedly miss mealtimes.” 
Dining Services is open to accom¬ 
modating students who cannot make it 
to Commons during mealtimes because 
of class, sports, field trips, or other com¬ 
mitments. There are a number of op¬ 
tions available to acquire bag lunches or 
food in bulk. 
Professors, student organizations 
hosting off-campus events, and athletic 
teams should contact Donald Desro- 
siers at least three work days in advance. 
If you have a class conflict, contact 
Darlene Zupancic to arrange for a bag 
lunch. 
Contact Lacey with any dietary 
concerns that need accommodating. 
Though adapting to the new mug 
policy has been an adjustment for many 
Batesies, they can rest assured that this 
is the only jarring change to Commons 
policy. Whether or not the rule will 
catch on or be enforced with fervor is 
yet to be determined. 
Lacey plans to clarify the policy 
soon to address any further confusion. 
Ad hoc committee established 
regarding the pass/fail system 
Students and faculty hope to handle deadline discrepancies 
ANNA LUIZA MENDONCA 
STAFF WRITER 
When students discuss the Pass/Fail 
class system at Bates College, one issue 
remains dominant: There is not nearly 
enough time decide to declare Pass/Fail 
status. Senior Student Body President 
Alyssa Morgosh noted this issue primar¬ 
ily during the winter semester of 2014, 
when many classmates would lament 
the fact that either they had missed the 
deadline or simply felt that they didn’t 
have enough time to acclimate to the 
course environment. 
At the beginning of this year, Mor¬ 
gosh mobilized a committee with the 
sole intent of voicing the interests of 
the general populace. The primary goal 
of the Committee is to try and extend 
the deadline for students to decide to 
declare their class as Pass/Fail—if this 
deadline is not met, the class automati¬ 
cally remains on the standard grading 
scale. 
This ad hoc committee resides 
within the Representative Assembly of 
the Bates Student Government. Any 
member of the Representative Assembly 
(or student body) has a right to voice 
their concerns and if there is a general 
consensus that the issue should be ad¬ 
dressed, a sub-committee may be cre¬ 
ated to solve the problem. 
The Pass/Fail Committee, while 
in its early stages, is already working 
with the Educational Policy Commit¬ 
tee (EPC) and Associate Dean of Fac¬ 
ulty Katherine Lowe. The EPC, which 
• is chaired by Dean Lowe, is functioning 
as a proctor for the Committee—super¬ 
vising and organizing—as well as taking 
on their cause, as the EPC is in charge 
of drafting legislation. Their job is to see 
if the student body does in fact have a 
genuine interest in extending the dead¬ 
line. Should the EPC feel that there isn’t 
sufficient interest the committee plans 
to create a student-led petition for a 
deadline extension. 
The first step of the Pass/Fail com¬ 
mittee is to educate the student body on 
the system currently in place. Morgosh 
explains that “a lot of students miss 
the deadlines and ‘don’t really under¬ 
stand how the Pass/Fail system actu¬ 
ally works.” While the Registrar’s Office 
does send out emails announcing when 
the deadline is, students can and often 
do miss the date due to the chaos of be¬ 
ginning a new semester. 
Another concern that fellow com¬ 
mittee member Sarah Stanley shares 
is that, in purely academic terms, the 
current deadline is extremely constrain¬ 
ing to students to determine if the par¬ 
ticular course they are taking should be 
Pass/Fail. 
“One class I have only meets once a 
week, so theoretically I would have one 
class to decide if I wanted to Pass/Fail 
it or not,” Stanley said. This, Stanley 
explains, puts an unnecessary strain on 
students and prevents them from hav¬ 
ing a clear idea of what to expect from 
the class. 
This concern stems from the fact 
that the majority of Pass/Fail classes are 
generally taken to fulfill a credit require¬ 
ment—only some departments accept 
Pass/Fail courses as major/minor credit, 
but no Pass/Fail course can be an SLQ. 
However, without the chance to observe 
their progress in a class and how they 
can handle it, students like Stanley are 
taking a shot in the dark. Furthermore, 
deciding to declare a class as pass or 
fail until later would cause students “to 
work harder until later in the semester,” 
fellow committee member Hannah Ko¬ 
gan added. Students will feel obligated 
to maintain their effort until a later date. 
The Pass/Fail Committee will be 
disbanded once it feels that they have 
reached the best possible outcome for a 
deadline extension. The committee had 
its first meeting this past Sunday, and 
students are already working diligently 
to see that this issue is addressed. 
Hair 2000 
216 East Ave 
Lewiston, ME 
Men, women, and children too, 
Lori has a haircut, color, or curl just right for you! 
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Wabanaki TRC 
highlights state abuses 
Lecture outlines the human cost of forced 
relocation for native people in Maine 
ALEX DAUGHERTY 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
For over a century, the state of 
Maine forcibly removed Wabanaki chil¬ 
dren from their homes and put them in 
boarding schools or foster homes to in¬ 
tegrate them into the dominant culture. 
This little-known state abuse has led to 
the formation of the Maine Wabanaki- 
State Child Welfare Truth and Recon¬ 
ciliation Commission. 
On October 1st, four members of 
the Maine-Wabanaki REACH spoke 
about the TRC at Bates. The event was 
sponsored by the Harward Center for 
Community Partnerships. 
“Professor Danny Danforth and 
the Anthropology Department made 
the initial contact to bring REACH to 
speak on campus,” Harward Center Di¬ 
rector of Strategic and Policy Initiatives 
Peggy Rotundo said. “Professor Joe Hall 
from the History Department was also 
crucial after having REACH attend his 
Short Term class.” 
The presentation began with an in¬ 
troduction from Robert Shetterly. Shet- 
terly is a painter who has depicted over 
200 individuals who addressed issues of 
social, environmental, and economic 
justice. Two of his subjects were Passa- 
maquoddy Tribe members Ester Attean 
and Denise Altvater. 
“The TRC is about everybody be¬ 
ing able to come together in this place 
and lay down a piece of their history,” 
Shetterly said. 
The Truth and Reconciliation Com¬ 
mission is gathering the oral, written, 
and visual histories of Wabanaki indi¬ 
viduals who were relocated or harassed 
by the state. In November of 2015 the 
commission will release a report of their 
findings and recommendations to the 
state. 
Aria Patch, REACH Community 
Engagement Coordinator, continued 
the presentation by outlining the history 
of Wabanaki repression by the state and 
national governments. Many Wabanaki 
children were forced to attend boarding 
schools in Nova Scotia or Pennsylva¬ 
nia. Children were also removed from 
reservations and forced to live with fos¬ 
ter families in an attempt to assimilate 
them into the dominant culture. 
“Anti-Wabanaki doctrines were 
used in a court of law as recently as 
2005,” Patch said. 
The Wabanaki, which means people 
of the land of the dawn, were originally 
a group of 22 tribes who inhabited vari¬ 
ous parts of what is now Maine. There 
are only four tribes remaining and 96 
percent of the original native popula¬ 
tion in Maine has been wiped out. 
Attean and Altvater then continued 
the discussion and added an emotional 
layer to the discussion of the TRC and 
the Wabanaki people. 
“The TRC aims to seek the truth, 
document what happened to native 
people, allow people to share experienc¬ 
es, help change the fortunes of native 
people, and issue a report to the state 
with recommendations,” Attean said. 
In Maine, 395 native children were 
taken from their homes and adopted by 
white families. Many of these children 
were in stable family situations and were 
only removed from their homes for cul¬ 
tural reasons. 
“My whole life I looked at myself as 
someone who was ugly,” Altvater said. 
“I was removed from my home for four 
years and I am still dealing with the ef¬ 
fects of the state taking me away from 
my family.” 
Altvater’s statements in particular 
struck an emotional chord with the 
crowd. Her family suffered at the hands 
of the state and has continued to strug¬ 
gle with substance abuse, thoughts of 
suicide, and a feeling that their culture 
is shameful. 
“I want my statements to be pub¬ 
licly accessible because I don’t want 
anyone else to go through what I went 
through,” Altvater said. 
The crowd rose to their feet after 
Altvater spoke. 
“I was thrilled that there were peo¬ 
ple who came from all over the state,” 
Rotundo said. 
The state is very supportive of the 
work of the TRC and Maine REACH. 
The commission was created with bi¬ 
partisan support according to Rotundo, 
who is also a state legislator. 
“The talk shed light on the history 
as well as the current situation of Native 
Americans in Maine,” Rotundo said. 
“Hopefully this talk will educate people 
and get positive outcomes.” 
The Harward Center’s next event 
will be a talk from former Maine Attor¬ 
ney General James Tierney. His talked 
is titled Immigration in Maine: Past and 
Future and will be held on October 20,h 
at 7:30pm in the Muskie Archives. 




Welcome to your weekly update from the Bates 
College Student Government! BCSG representative 
Sarah Stanley will inform all students of the latest 
updates from BCSG through her new column, “The 
wRAp” (Weekly Representative Assembly Publication). 
This past week, the Representative Assembly approved two new clubs: Bates 
Weight Lifting Club and the Bates Steel Pan Orchestra Club. The objective of 
the weight lifting club is to build a sense of community and support amongst 
non-athletes as well as provide the opportunity for individuals to learn better 
lifting form. The Steel Pan Orchestra was a course previously offered at Bates. 
With the absence of this course for the academic year, the Steel Pan Orchestra 
Club will allow both seasoned steel pan orchestra players as well as those new to 
the instrument to engage in this unique style of music. In addition to approving 
two new student clubs, the Bates Student Government approved all students 
seated to committees by the Committee on Committees. Lastly, the Representa¬ 
tive Assembly approved a co-sponsorship for the Law & Politics Club upcoming 
event. They will host Professor Jolie Wood from Allegheny College on October 
13'h to speak about her personal experiences in India during the largest election 
of the world this past spring. She will address any social, economic and political 
implications of the election results. The Student Government also approved an 
Africana Club co-sponsorship to host the Bates-Africa Business Conference. 'I he 
conference will be held on October 10th and will include presentations, discus¬ 
sion, and a celebration of African people, and their histories and cultures. 
Last week, with approval from the RA, the Outing Club has secured the 
finances necessary to include more members in their annual Katahdin Trip. 
Lastly, the Bates College Student Government is developing two ad-hoc com¬ 
mittees this semester. The purpose of one ad-hoc committee is to raise awareness 
regarding issues related to sexual violence. Specifically, the RA and the ad-hoc 
committee will work in collaboration with campus groups such as MASV (Men 
Against Sexual Violence) to highlight this topic and its effect on both Bates stu¬ 
dents as well as people across the country. The second ad-hoc committee that has 
formed will look into an issue that many students find stressful this time of year: 
the pass/fail grading system. Specifically, the RA and the ad-hoc committee will 
work with faculty and staff to discuss issues such as the pros and cons of increases 
the time period in which a student may choose to select the pass/fail option. 
As always, the Representative Assembly welcomes all students to come to our 
meetings and provide further input and insight into the relevant issues happening 
on campus. You can find us every Sunday in Commons 221 from 4-5:30pm! 
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Falling from summer into (awe)tumn 
Bates Student photographer Taylor Blackburn ’15 photographs fall scenes around campus 
Dance the night away- reflections 
from an inflexible novice 
ALEX DAUGHERTY 
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 
Late night newsroom conversa¬ 
tions are rarely notable; however, in 
one of them I found myself commit¬ 
ted to attending an advanced dance 
class after commenting to Arts Edi¬ 
tor Mary Anne Bodnar that my ex¬ 
perience with dance doesn’t reach far 
beyond 80s and debate parties. 
Initially, I was excited to show 
off my skills, but the nerves hit as 
soon as I stepped into Merrill. After 
tiptoeing into the studio, I noticed 
everyone else in the class was stretch¬ 
ing and touching parts of their body 
that I could never reach. The bullets 
of sweat began streaming down my 
back. Professor Rachel Boggia satis¬ 
fied the perplexed looks coming my 
way by asking me to introduce my¬ 
self. After I nervously squeaked out 
a greeting to the other dancers, we 
began warmups. 
The entire class walked around 
and went back-to-back with part¬ 
ners. Professor Boggia encouraged 
us to “feel each other’s energy,” but 
I’m pretty sure my partner just felt a 
lot of nervous shaking. 
To show you just how foreign 
dance was to me prior to this expe¬ 
rience, I confess that prior to walk¬ 
ing into Plavin Dance Studio last 
Tuesday, I assumed that dancing 
was done with sneakers. It was my 
first mistake of many. I retroactively 
apologize to my classmates who had 
to deal with the sight and stench of 
my feet for the better part of two 
hours. As I learned, a large part of 
a modern dance technique class 
is feeling grounded into the floor, 
and not wearing any socks or shoes 
is central to this. In one of the first 
grounding exercises of the warm-up, 
Prof. Boggia had students stand in 
a parallel position with their legs 
slightly apart and rapidly alternate 
bending their knees. 
“That exercise (where we bend 
our knees forward and back and lift 
our hands to the side) felt so weird 
to me when I first started dancing 
at Bates, but now I can’t warmup 
without it,” Bodnar said. “It helps 
me align my spinal column, focus 
on my core, activate my hamstrings 
and inner thighs, release tension in 
my ankles among other joints, and 
build heat in my body.” 
Stretching began innocendy 
enough; I was almost able to touch 
my toes and follow transitions in a 
series of elongating movements that 
are obviously influenced by yoga 
practices. I’m sure each movement 
or stretch I did has an official name 
but I was too busy watching Profes¬ 
sors Boggia’s every move to pick up 
on any terms. 
We then moved in to the posi¬ 
tion. I was dreading the most; the 
split. Of course, nearly everyone 
else in the class was able to do a per¬ 
fect split and all the corresponding 
stretches. I just spent the better part 
of five minutes trying not to pull a 
muscle. 
Then came the best part of class, 
pushups. Professor Boggia instruct¬ 
ed that it was perfecdy acceptable to 
do the pushups’ with our knees, but 
See DANCE, PAGE 9 
: 
Arts & Leisure 
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Gone Girl breaks from its book source 
but remains beautiful 
CECE CAREY-SNOW 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
“When I think of my wife, I 
always think of her head. I imagine 
cracking it open, unspooling her 
brain, trying to get answers.” 
So begins Gone Girl, the cin¬ 
ematic adaptation of Gillian Flynns 
novel from director David Fincher. 
Many readers devoured the 
high-paced psychological thriller 
novel in a matter of days. It spent 
eight weeks on the New York Times 
Best Seller List and enjoyed a fur¬ 
ther spike in popularity when it was 
announced that the highly revered 
Fincher (Fight Club, The Social Net¬ 
work) would be directing an adapta¬ 
tion of the novel. 
The film begins on the fifth 
wedding anniversary of Nick 
Dunne (Ben Affleck) and Amy El¬ 
liot Dunne (Rosamund Pike of 
Pride and Prejudice), a couple who 
has recently moved from New York 
City to North Carthage, Missouri. 
After spending the morning lament¬ 
ing the difficulties of his marriage to 
his twin sister, Nick returns home to 
find signs of a struggle and his wife 
gone. From this point on we follow 
the investigation, fighting between 
the desire to pin the blame on Nick, 
and the nagging feeling that it just 
wasn’t him. The film is narrated by 
Amy’s eerily deep and inflection¬ 
less voice from the pages of her di¬ 
ary, which condemns Nick for his 
inattentive, unfaithful, and violent 
ways. 
The investigation becomes a hit 
in news and tabloids, fueled by both 
Amy’s celebrity as the inspiration 
for her parent’s successful children’s 
book series, “Amazing Amy,” and 
her husband’s smiling, seemingly 
unconcerned behavior in public and 
on camera. 
“Nick Dunne, you’re probably 
the most hated man in America 
right now,” he is told during an in¬ 
terview on a prime-time talk show. 
This isn’t your ordinary murder 
mystery, though. While it is reminis¬ 
cent of Fincher’s Fight Club, it won’t 
be what you expect. “Fincher never 
disappoints in his ability to keep the 
audience guessing,” Michaela Britt 
T7 believes. 
The film is beautifully shot, with 
a mix of icily bleak and gorily shock¬ 
ing imagery, all intertwined with an 
adrenaline-inducing original score 
by Trent Reznor and Atticus Ross. 
Both Reznor and Ross worked with 
Fincher in other projects, such as 
The Social Network and The Girl 
with the Dragon Tattoo. 
This collaboration, as Asst. 
Professor Jonathan Cavallero of 
the Rhetoric Department says, 
“has added a unique texture to his 
[Fincher’s] films.” 
Film adaptions of beloved books 
always make themselves vulnerable 
to critique. Although Flynn, the 
novel’s author, wrote the screenplay, 
she chose to cut certain elements of 
the book from the film. 
Perhaps the most grievous of 
these cuts was the removal of first- 
person narration by Nick. In the 
novel, Nick’s and Amy’s voices are 
Weighted equally, leaving the reader 
in a perpetual state of confusion, 
unsure of who we despise or sym¬ 
pathize with more. By cutting out 
Nick’s narration, however, Flynn 
leaves the film audience with a far 
more black-and-white sense of who 
deserves sympathy and who should 
be locked up immediately. 
In the singular instance in 
which the audience has access to 
Nick’s thoughts, he asks his wife, 
“What are you thinking? How are 
you feeling? What have we done to 
each other?” These three seemingly 
rhetorical questions prove to be 
much less rhetorical as the film pro¬ 
gresses. These questions are the 
essence of the novel, an illustration 
of the idea that no two people can 
truly know each other, not even in 
marriage. It is both disappointing 
and fitting that a novel that sought 
to highlight the nuances of human 
relationships and self-presentations 
would be boiled down into a much 
more simple villain vs. flawed-yet- 
sympathetic-hero film. The novel of 
Gone Girl was about the gray areas, 
and how much can be forgiven or 
justified versus how much can be 
faked and fabricated. 
The film eliminated the major¬ 
ity of this gradation and led us along 
for 149 minutes to a conclusion ev¬ 
eryone could agree upon. Whether 
this is to be blamed on the medium, 
the time constraint, or simply the 
need to produce something with 
guaranteed commercial success, it 
leaves viewers feeling as if the film 
was a SparkNotes version of the 
novel. 
And yet, there is no doubt that 
David Fincher delivered another im¬ 
pressive piece of work. 
Student-directed one-acts to hit the Black Box 
TRISTAN BROSSY DE DIOS 
ASSISTANT ARTS&LEISURE EDITOR 
In anticipation of the Robinson 
Players’ student-directed One-Act 
Festival, I interviewed two of the 
directors, sophomores Colby Harri¬ 
son and Amanda San Romn, to hear 
about their creative processes. 
What inspired you to direct 
the play you’re staging? 
CH: I knew I wanted to direct a 
play this semester last summer, so I 
decided to look around for shows. I 
stumbled upon this show and I im¬ 
mediately fell in love with it. I con¬ 
nected with the show on many dif¬ 
ferent level. I especially enjoyed how 
the show was not stricdy a comedy; 
I felt that David and Sue, the two 
main characters, had so much depth 
and internal emotion when interact¬ 
ing with one another. Plus, the show 
is what I like to call a “bittersweet 
comedy.” It has its very comedic 
moments, but it doesn’t have the 
happiest of endings. That is unique 
to see in a comedic show, and I re¬ 
ally, wanted to play around with this. 
ASR: I knew that I wanted to di¬ 
rect a one-act. I knew that it had to 
be funny and light-hearted, since it’s 
my first try at directing. I wanted to 
have an even balance between men 
and women. I just went through a 
ton of different websites and books 
and found this one and thought it 
matched my criteria quite well. 
What kind of effort goes into 
preparing for each individual 
play? 
CH: Most of the logistics 
(rights, organizing the show, etc.) is 
the job of the Robinson Players, the 
student-run theater group. Besides 
this, directors cast their actors, orga¬ 
nize rehearsals, and learn the begin¬ 
nings of how to direct. Most of the 
directors in the show are first-timers, 
usually coming from a background 
of acting [and] wanting to try some¬ 
thing new. Specifically for me, I 
spent a lot of time really dissecting 
the show and finding its little nuanc¬ 
es that make it shine. I bring these to 
the actors who then use them, along 
with their own choices, to create the 
two wonderfully lovable characters 
of David and Sue. 
How much influence do you 
have over your play? Is there any 
oversight from the Rob Players or 
do you have free rein? 
ASR: Max [Pendergast], our 
fearless Rob Players president, has 
come to a few rehearsals to make 
sure that we are on a good time 
scale and that the play has a high 
level of quality to it. As a member 
of the Robinson Players board, I 
have learned that we try to produce 
shows of the highest quality that 
we can. Knowing this, it definitely 
makes me consider each aspect of 
my show in excruciating detail. I 
want the inflection to be just right, 
I want the blocking to be crisp and 
with purpose. We haven’t been in 
the Black Box [Theater] yet, so I’m 
very interested to see how being 
in our space will change the show, 
but at the moment I’ve been very 
pleased with how the show has been 
turning out. 
Why one-acts? 
CH: It is a fantastic way to get 
into directing. Since the shows are 
ten minutes, directors and actors can 
really feel out their show and firmly 
get a grasp at its message. These are 
also the first steps for anyone who 
wants to direct longer shows [later 
on]. 
ASR: I think before you can di¬ 
rect something on a grander scale, 
you have to start small. Directing 
this one-act is perfect because it 
gives me a taste of the whole direct¬ 
ing process without there being too 
much pressure. My show is only 
about eight minutes long, so while 
it’s a lot to think about in terms of 
directing, lighting, acting, etc., it’s 
still manageable for a first-timer. 
What makes Bates one-acts so 
distinct from one-acts you would 
see elsewhere? 
CH: We directors, actors, and 
fellow Robinson Players strive for 
excellence in our productions. The 
board members of the Robinson 
Players are not afraid to tell you your 
show is not doing so hot. As intimi¬ 
dating as that sounds, this excellence 
trains directors and actors alike [to 
know] that it takes work to make 
theater...Expect to come to the One- 
Acts Festival thoroughly impressed 
with the work all directors and ac¬ 
tors have put into these shows. 
What kinds of opportunities 
do these one-acts give Bates stu¬ 
dents? 
CH: For upperclassmen, it is 
usually a way to stay involved with 
theater, meet new people, and learn 
from each other the art of col¬ 
laboration. They bring a lot of past 
theatrical experiences to the table, 
helping the show reach its excel¬ 
lence. For first-years, it often is their 
first theatrical experience at Bates. 
Specifically for my show, I casted a 
first-year who tried out for the main 
stage [production], a cappella, and 
senior thesis shows [in the Theater 
Department] and didn’t get into any 
of them. They learn from upper¬ 
classmen, upperclassmen learn from 
them, friends are made, connections 
are made, and all together this will 
create a magnificent show for actors, 
directors, and audiences. 
ASR: For the actors, it gives 
those who have never acted before a 
chance to get their feet wet. For the 
directors, it’s a chance to try some¬ 
thing new. I’ve been exclusively an 
actor for my whole life, and it’s so 
fascinating to get a completely dif¬ 
ferent perspective on the whole pro¬ 
cess. I’ve already learned so much, 
which I intend to take with me into 
my future acting and directing en¬ 
deavors. 
The One-Act Festival will take 
place in the Black Box Theater on 
October 24, 25, and 26 at 7:30 
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Arts & Leisure 9 
Question oh Me Quad KELSEY SCHOBER TEDDY RUBE STAFF WRITERS 
How do you feel about Bates’ plan to capture over 250 ducks from 
around Lake Andrews and relocate them to a new habitat? 
“You can’t just 
relocate an 
indigenous species!" 
- Max Utter ’16 
“Fine, as long as 





“It’s comforting to have 
them around. I hope there 
will still be an avian pres¬ 
ence on campus.” 
- Noel Potter 17 
“The honest to God 
response is I don’t give a 
crap.” 
- Alex Moskovitz ’16 
Murder and prostitutes 
in San Francisco 
Frog Music presents a twist to mystery writing 
HALLEY POSNER 
STAFF WRITER 
Murder, sex, kidnapping, black¬ 
mailing and smallpox plagued nine¬ 
teenth-century San Francisco. What 
more could you want in a mystery 
novel? 
Emma Donoghue, author of the 
critically acclaimed novel Frog Mu¬ 
sic, takes her reader on a tumultu¬ 
ous journey through San Franciscos 
Chinatown and the seemingly un¬ 
lucky French immigrants who live 
there. Donoghue explores what it 
means to be friend and conversely 
what it means to be yourself. 
The plot’s timeline jumps be¬ 
tween August and September in this 
murky, yellow-flagged Californian 
city, showing the results before the 
actions that caused them. 
When one imagines a deep 
and multi-faceted character, a bur¬ 
lesque dancer does not usually come 
to mind. The evolution through 
which Donoghue pushes a char¬ 
acter named Blanche, a dancer, is 
a complete transformation. To see 
Blanches colossal change from an 
egocentric, glorified prostitute to 
a mother learning how to love her 
child is awe-inspiring. Donoghue’s 
glance at the inner workings of a 
lady of ill repute serves to show that 
even in lowest rung of society, there 
is hope that a person can change for 
the better. 
Donoghue excels at creating 
both positive and negative relation¬ 
ships between her characters to pro¬ 
vide an equal-sided perspective on 
the intense bonds people can have. 
Even though characters Blanche and 
Jenny are only friends for a short 
while before Jenny is murdered, 
there is no denying the strength of 
their connection. 
The same cannot be said, how¬ 
ever, of the bonds between Blanche 
and her lover, Arthur. Although 
Blanche and Arthur have been in 
a relationship for eight years, they 
turn on each other at the first sign of 
trouble. By contrast, the friendship 
between Blanche and Jenny had 
only existed for a month, but the 
intense bond was there. The more 
gratifying relationship in the novel 
is clearly the one between friends 
rather than lovers. 
A large portion of the book is 
focused on the idea that none of the 
characters is American-born. They 
speak nearly perfect English and 
have accomplished the “American 
dream,” but the stereotyped, perfect 
American culture is not so dreamy. 
In order to keep the roof over 
her head, Blanche must sell her 
body to make ends meet while her 
lover/pimp spends all her earnings. 
San Francisco seems to just be “a 
mouth; swallowing [people] whole, 
and the rest of Americas the belly 
where they end up.” 
Donoghue shows that during 
the immigration boom of the late 
nineteenth century, not everything 
was easy for the masses of people 
coming over on the huge steam 
ships. Unemployment is rampant, 
there is a shortage of homes, and 
sometimes there are murders. 
There is a tendency for mystery 
books to follow the same layout: the 
crime is committed, a possible so¬ 
lution is found, there is a problem 
with the possible solution, and fi¬ 
nally the answer comes. 
Donoghue does not fall into 
this trap, however. Instead, she 
structures her novel to let the plot 
flit between two months, thereby re¬ 
vealing the conclusion before back¬ 
tracking to explain. She presents the 
ending before the reader even knows 
that a murder was committed. Fu- 
thermore, though the story is filled 
with horrific themes, Jenny reminds 
that reader, “ [tjhe best ones gener¬ 
ally are.” Through such unconven¬ 
tionality in mystery writing, Dono¬ 
ghue gives her reader an extra layer 
of literary merit to contemplate. 
DANCE 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1 
I was not about to bend to her will. 
I crushed two sets of eight push-ups, 
feeling confident in my ability for 
the rest of class. Boy, was I wrong. 
After push-ups, we began com¬ 
plicated exercises that actually took 
skill to complete. The complicated 
hip stretches elicited the first laugh 
of the class directed at me, which 
was completely warranted. Profe- 
sor Boggia then reminded me to 
drop my hips and keep my left leg 
in tight. I did my best but by abs 
burned so much by this point that 
actually moving an inch wasn’t really 
in the cards. 
The class then proceeded to 
refine their dance moves they have 
been working on for a few weeks. 
Needless to say, I was overmatched. 
I did my best to keep up with the 
complicated arm and foot place¬ 
ments and the proper grace and flow 
that accompanies good dancing. At 
this point a few positive comments 
were directed my way, which was 
only slightly consoling because I 
nearly fell over more than once. 
One of the main segments of 
the class was spent rehearsing a 
traveling phrase along the diago¬ 
nal of the room that is featured in 
Sean Dorsey’s “The Secret History 
of Love.” From the outset the steps 
look like simple walking, but put 
that on a diagonal with a jump and 
turn in the middle, and everything 
starts growing complex again. 
“I love the openness of the 
dance program at Bates, there are so 
many students who take dance here, 
all of them varying in skill level and 
experience,” junior Allie Freed said. 
“There are people who started danc¬ 
ing in college, myself included, and 
those who have been dancing for 
years.” 
The final part of the class, a 
center phrase, was also an excerpt 
from Sean Dorsey’s “Secret History” 
which the class had spent the prior 
week working on, thus I was al¬ 
ready at another disadvantage. I re¬ 
ally didn’t know what was going on 
at this point, but after four or five 
takes I was able to properly time a 
jump, which elicited a small sense of 
accomplishment. 
After a few more times of me 
hopping around in the corner of the 
room, I then began the stretching 
process yet again. I will be forever 
thankful to my partner, Isiah Rice, 
for not pulling one of my muscles. 
Other than viewing an occa¬ 
sional performance, I haven’t had 
much experience with the Bates 
Dance Program. I can now say 
that I admire all Bates dancers. 
Their physical prowess and flex¬ 
ibility is awe-inspiring. Bates danc¬ 
ers also make their goal to delve as 
deeply as possible into anatomical 
understanding as it relates to our 
movement quality and also con¬ 
template abstract movement ideas. 
While the experience was chal¬ 
lenging and somewhat painful, I 
can safely say that my venture into 
dance was much more pleasant than 
my recent SoulCycle foray. 
I am extremely thankful to Pro¬ 
fessor Boggia for allowing me and 
my photographer, Taylor Black¬ 
burn, to examine her class. 
The Ronj hosts first open-mic night 
RILEY HOPKINS 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
With a plethora of songs, 
monologues, poetry, and even whis- 
ding, the Ronj hosted this year’s first 
open-mic night, a monthly oppor¬ 
tunity for students to showcase their 
musical and dramatic fortes. 
Attended by an incredibly large 
audience, this performance had 
heavy behind-the-scenes work put 
into it to make it a success. One of 
the people responsible for this was 
Johan Mohtarudin, the Event Man¬ 
ager for the Ronj. He and Assistant 
Event Manager Patrick Wood served 
as the masters of ceremonies for the 
night. 
Mohtarudin, who has been 
working at the Ronj since his fresh¬ 
man year, was responsible for “pub¬ 
licity, setting the space up, recruit¬ 
ing performers, and liaising with the 
baristas on shift.” He added, “On 
the night itself, Patrick and I were 
primarily setting the space up, mak¬ 
ing sure the performers had what 
they needed as well as being the 
M.C.s for the night.” 
First-year student Sarah Curtis 
had the honor of opening the show 
with “Taylor, the Latte Boy,” a Kris¬ 
ten Chenoweth song. 
Curtis commented, “I think 
that the open-mic night is a great 
way for people here to showcase and 
share their talents with their fellow 
classmates. Performing has always 
made me feel good, and being able 
to watch so many talented acts is re¬ 
ally inspiring. I had a really wonder¬ 
ful time performing and watching 
the performances, especially when 
there is such a supportive crowd.” 
She was not without nerves and 
butterflies as she prepared to per¬ 
form, however. “It was definitely 
intimidating going up there to per¬ 
form as a freshman. I didn’t really 
know what to expect or if the au¬ 
dience would like what I sang, but 
then I realized that it is okay to put 
yourself out there no matter what 
the reaction may have been. Just 
being able to take a risk and step 
outside your comfort zone can make 
you grow as both a person and a per¬ 
former.” 
Mohtarudin also had plenty to 
say about the typical friendly and 
comfortable Bates environment that 
was created that night. 
“People showed up to support 
their friends and performers, the acts 
were absolutely fantastic, and there 
was just enthusiasm all around,” he 
said. “One thing the Ronj is trying 
to do is to be able to accommodate 
as many people as we can into the 
venue for such events whilst making 
sure everyone’s comfortable.” 
As this was the first open-mic 
night of the year, the expectations 
were a little blurry, but for Mohta¬ 
rudin it was not an issue whatsoever. 
“We were not expecting such a 
strong enthusiastic response from 
the performers and thus did not 
specify the perimeters of the perfor¬ 
mances, which led to the event last¬ 
ing much longer than expected, but 
enthusiasm and passion are never a 
bad thing, and in this case it was a 
great unexpected but welcomed sur¬ 
prise,” he reflected happily. 
The overwhelming success of 
this event is a promising foreshadow 
for the Ronj. Mohtarudin adds, 
“The Ronj is planning on making 
the open-mic night a monthly event, 
and we hope to get just as strong a 
response for our future open-mic 
nights as we received for this one. 
Everyone’s welcome to perform and 
we love to see whatever you have got 
to show, so if you think you have 
something to share, sign up for our 
next open-mic night!” 
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Bates Football wins home opener over Williams 
NESCAC Co-Defensive Player of the Week Ryan New son % (u tackles, two interceptions) and Mark 
Riley ’16 (seven catches, 143 yards, one touchdown) star in the Bobcats' first victory in 2014 
JOHN NEUFELD 
STAFF WRITER 
After Bates Football started the 
season 0-2 with away losses against 
Amherst and Tufts, the Bobcats 
topped Williams 19-12 in their first 
home game of the season. This is the 
fourth straight time Bates has beat¬ 
en Williams. As a light mist came 
down, the Bobcats and the Ephs 
battled it out on Garcelon Field. 
Bates outscored, outpossessed, and 
outgained their opponents in a close 
competition. 
Senior quarterback Matt Can- 
none commented, “Beating Wil¬ 
liams for a fourth consecutive year 
was very exciting and was the ulti¬ 
mate team win. As a team, we had 
to reestablish ourselves after a tough 
loss to Tufts. Our coaches prepared 
us well, and we have a lot of guys 
who stepped up and made some big 
plays.” 
It was indeed a great win for the 
Bates team, one that involved many 
different contributors. Bates opened 
the scoring in the first quarter on 
their second possession when soph¬ 
omore Ty Janssen ran in a 7-yard 
touchdown to cap off a nice 75-yard 
drive. Williams bounced back and 
scored after a 9-play, 84-yard drive, 
tying the game 6-6 in the second 
quarter. On Bates’ following drive, 
Williams capitalized on a fumble 
and quickly scored to go up 12-6. 
Cannone then threw a touchdown 
in response to standout junior Mark 
Riley to tie the game 12-12. After 
this play, Cannone suffered an inju¬ 
ry and junior Patrick Dugan stepped 
in the game. Both teams’ defenses 
shut down the opposing offenses in 
the second half, with few real scor¬ 
ing threats. 
In the final quarter, Williams 
drove down the field and had a 
43- yard field goal attempt that was 
blocked by Bates sophomore Trevor 
Lyons with ten minutes to go. The 
Bobcats then went on a 14-play, 
85-yard drive that culminated with 
a quarterback draw by Cannone for 
the game-winning touchdown. On 
the prior play, Cannone completed a 
44- yard pass to Riley to put Bates on 
the Williams two-yard line. 
After the kickoff, the Ephs had 
2:17 left on the clock to try to tie 
the game at 19 all! They advanced to 
the Bates 34-yard line, but the Bob¬ 
cat defense locked down and caused 
two incompletions on third and 
fourth downs. Bates then held on to 
the ball until the clock ran down. It 
was a massive first win for the team. 
“We work so hard during the 
week and we know we have the 
potential to be great,” Janssen said. 
“Today we showed that.” 
Several performers stood out 
for the Bobcats in the victory. On 
the defensive side, sophomore Mark 
Upton had 12 tackles, including 
two for a loss. Senior strong safety 
Ryan Newson, who had 11 tackles 
Top 10 Bates 
Athletes- #7 
Frank Keaney ’ll 
We look back at the illustrious career 
of a Basketball Hall of Earner credited 
with inventing the fast break and revo- 
lutionazng the sport 
JAMO KARSTEN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The riveting semester-long 
countdown of the top ten Bates 
athletes of all-time continues this 
week with the addition of Frank Ke¬ 
aney ’ll to an already accomplished 
group of student athletes. That 
’ll signifies the class of 1911, not 
2011, for those seniors who were 
starting to rack their brains trying 
to remember that superstar athlete 
named Frank from their first year. 
No, the number-seven spot on our 
list is bringing us far back in time 
to the record books that are stored 
(scanned online) in the dusty corner 
of the library basement. 
Frank Keaney has a spot re¬ 
served on this list primarily because 
of his gargantuan contributions to 
the world of sports, particularly bas¬ 
ketball, after his career at Bates. As 
you will see in the coming weeks, we 
generally valued the accolades that 
Bates athletes accrued during their 
time here higher than what they 
did in their post graduate years, but 
Keaney’s resume is truly a wonder¬ 
ful one, and worthy of recognition. 
The history of his career at Bates is 
somewhat sparse, as records only de¬ 
scribe him as a multi-sport athlete 
who graduated with a Bachelors of 
Science. We would have loved to 
gush about his collegiate accom¬ 
plishments as well, but we were hard 
pressed to find any relevant infor¬ 
mation. Still, there is plenty to share 
about Keaney and his achievements. 
First, and of course most impor¬ 
tant, is that like all Bates students Ke¬ 
aney grew up just outside of Boston, 
attending high school in Cambridge 
before arriving at Bates. Nine years 
after graduating, Keaney was hired 
at Rhode Island State College, now 
known as the University of Rhode 
Island, to be a chemistry professor 
and the head coach of multiple var¬ 
sity sports teams including football, 
baseball, track, cross-country, and 
most notably basketball. Keaney 
also met his wife at Bates, Winifred 
Keaney, who was hired to work at 
Rhode Island at the same time and 
became the coach of several different 
women’s sport teams as well. 
1920 marks the year that Ke¬ 
aney began an incredible and illus¬ 
trious coaching career at URI, and 
he also sowed the seeds of a bas¬ 
ketball revolution. Over the course 
of the next 28 seasons, Keaney 
would be the first basketball coach 
to implement an offensive strategy 
known as the fast break, an inte¬ 
gral part of basketball offense as we 
know it today. The fast break in bas¬ 
ketball appears exactly as it sounds: 
A team breaks down the court after 
a missed shot or a quick inbounds 
pass, sprinting down court to catch 
their opponents off guard, looking 
for a quick score. Easily the most 
exciting part of the run of play dur¬ 
ing a basketball game, the fast break 
provides for leaping slam dunks, 
wide-open pull-up threes, and quick 
changes in momentum. Keaney is 
considered the inventor of the fast 
break offensive style, and his record 
at URI confirms the unprecedented 
nature of the strategy, as well as its 
effectiveness. 
The shot clock, which estab¬ 
lishes a time limit for how long a 
team can be in possession of the 
ball, was not implemented in college 
basketball until the 1985 season. 
Before this new rule, games were 
low-scoring affairs, as teams would 
hold the ball for extended periods 
of time without attempting a shot. 
Particularly in Keaney’s time as a 
coach, this slow, low-scoring culture 
pervaded the game. Keaney used 
his fast break strategy coupled with 
full-court defense to establish a new 
paradigm. In 1939, Keaney’s Rhode 
Island Rams averaged more than 50 
points a game, becoming the first 
ever college team to do so. But they 
were only beginning to trend up. By 
1943, the Rams were averaging an 
absurd 80.7 points per game, 2.02 
points per minute, earning them 
the nicknames “Firehouse Gang” 
and the more formal “two points 
per minute Rams.” To illustrate just 
how ludicrous this scoring clip is, 
recognize that there were three NBA 
teams this season that averaged 
fewer points per minute. In 2014. 
Only 15 of the 351 Division I col¬ 
lege teams this past year scored at a 
See KEANEY, PAGE 11 
and two interceptions, was rewarded 
with NESCAC Co-Defensive Player 
of the Week honors for his strong 
performance. Newson is the first 
Bobcat to win NESCAC Defensive 
Player of the Week Honors since 
2012, when senior Gilbert Brown 
and Joe Dell’Erario T3 gained the 
award. 
On the offensive side, sopho¬ 
more running back James Sem- 
monella rushed 16 times for 56 
yards. Cannone threw for 161 yards 
along with a passing and rushing 
touchdown. Riley caught seven 
passes for a 143 yards and a touch¬ 
down. Bates totaled 162 total pass¬ 
ing yards, so Riley is a clear favorite 
target for Cannone. Riley currently 
leads the NESCAC in receptions 
and yardage. 
The game was dedicated to the 
memory of John Durkin T5. His 
family and Bates President Clayton 
Spencer gathered on the field with 
the team for a moment of silence. 
This was the first home game since 
his death in March. 
Next weekend the Bobcats face 
Wesleyan at home, where they will 
look to maintain their undefeated 
record on their home field. Wes¬ 
leyan comes into the game with a 
3-0 record after defeating Colby 
28-7 last week. Bates will look to 
dethrone the defending NESCAC 
Co-Champion Cardinals at 1:00 
P.M. on Garcelon Field. 
Volleyball 
Volleyball loses weekend match-ups 
against Tufts and Connecticut College 
The Bobcats drop to 8-8 overall and are still seeking their 







From left to right: Laryssa Schep®l‘16 and Abby Leberman T6 get ready tp return a serve. 
DREW PERLMUTTER/THE BATES STUDENT 
JAMO KARSTEN 
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR 
The women’s volleyball team 
continued NESCAC play this past 
weekend, getting the chance to 
stay on campus for the first time 
this season and compete. They ran 
into some stiff opposition however, 
dropping both matches on Friday 
and Saturday. 
Bates lost to Tufts 3-0 on Fri¬ 
day, giving the team their first home 
loss of the season despite another 
impressive performance from Chan¬ 
dler McGrath T7, who had ten kills 
and zero errors in the loss. On Satur¬ 
day, Bates played Connecticut Col¬ 
lege and fell again by a tally of 3-1, 
dropping their second consecutive 
home match and moving to 8-8 on 
the season. Bates is still looking for 
their .first NESCAC victory of the 
2014 season. 
Despite the tough losses, sopho¬ 
more Nicole Peraica was still reju¬ 
venated by being able to play con¬ 
ference games at home in Alumni 
Gym. “The team was very happy to 
finally be home for the weekend. We 
loved having our fans there to sup¬ 
port us,” said Peraica, who had six 
kills in the match against the Cam¬ 
els on Saturday. 
“Traveling is so hard because 
you are on a bus and it’s hard to get 
any work done and concentrate. 
When we are at home we have more 
time to study, and to be comfortable 
and rest well before games,” added 
Hannah Tardie T7 on the perks of 
playing at home. 
The highlight of the weekend 
was the continued high level of play 
from McGrath. McGrath was in 
“Bouncetown” during both match¬ 
es, combining for 20 kills and add¬ 
ing to her team-leading total of 116 
on the year, good for a 2.47 kills per 
set mark, also a team high. McGrath 
will continue to benefit from the 
steady sets provided by senior Tess 
Walther, and she also has a lot to 
look forward to from the contribu¬ 
tions of first-year Jacqueline Forney, 
who is second on the team behind 
Walther with 144 assists on the year. 
“Chandler is an amazing play¬ 
er who brings great energy to the 
court. She is a competitor and her 
presence on the court makes me per¬ 
sonally play better. She is supportive 
and a great leader on the court; it is 
a pleasure to play with her,” Peraica 
remarked. 
Tardie also had nothing but 
praise about the tenacity she sees 
in McGrath. “I really enjoy play¬ 
ing alongside Chandler because she 
demonstrates so much passion for 
the sport and I know she is always 
going to give a full effort while she is 
on the court. She is fully invested in 
the game and brings a lot of energy 
as well,” commented Tardie. 
Another bright spot for the 
Bobcats has been their service game. 
Despite dwelling at the bottom of 
the NESCAC standings at the mo¬ 
ment, they have three of the top four 
servers in the conference in Tardie, 
McGrath, and Walther. These three 
average .80, .70, and .69 aces per set 
respectively, good for second, third, 
and fourth best in the conference. 
The NESCAC grind continues 
for the team this weekend, as Bates 
will have the privilege of playing at 
home again, against Williams on 
Friday and Amherst on Saturday. 
Williams and Amherst are in first 
and second place in the conference 
standings heading into weekend 
play, so the Bobcats will have their 
hands full. But part of the beauty 
of this Division III conference is 
that anything can happen, so who 
knows? Perhaps this weekend will 
involve a radical shake up of the 
NESCAC standings. 
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Bates Intramurals- A 
work in progress 
A follow-up on the critique of Bates intramural sports in 
the September 24th issue. 
Field Hockey 
Field hockey nearly 
picks up first 
NESCAC victory 
Though Bates beat Southern Maine,' 
the team still hasn't been able to get in 
the win column in the NESCAC 
NOAH LEVICK 
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR 
While the Bates field hockey 
team managed a 3-0 win against 
Southern Maine on Thursday, the 
first NESCAC win of the season re¬ 
mains elusive. Connecticut College 
prevailed in a tight 2-1 overtime 
matchup on Saturday, leaving the 
Bobcats with an overall record of 
2-7 and a frustrating 0-7 in confer¬ 
ence play. 
Five of Bares’ seven NESCAC 
losses have been shutouts. The other 
two losses, including the loss this 
weekend, have been 2-1 losses in 
overtime. Scoring has clearly been 
an issue, and the fact that senior 
captain Caroline Falcone’s first goal 
of the season came Saturday makes 
that problem especially apparent. 
Falcone led the team with nine goals 
scored in 2013. As a team, Bates has 
totaled just ten goals so far, with 
Shannon Beaton’s four tallies lead¬ 
ing the way. 
Nevertheless, junior defender 
Hannah Beinecke’s two-goal out¬ 
burst versus Southern Maine pro¬ 
vided plenty of offense for the Bob¬ 
cats to beat an overmatched Huskies 
team that had only four shots (one 
on goal). By the time freshman Car¬ 
oline O’Reilly scored her first career 
goal, Bates had comfortably secured 
a second non-conference win. 
Both Connecticut College and 
Bates were winless in the NESCAC 
entering Saturday. For a while, it 
looked like Bates might be the team 
exiting with a crucial first confer¬ 
ence win. After the Camels grabbed 
the lead on a goal by Jillian Dah- 
rooge, Falcone evened proceedings 
on a well-placed shot from the top 
of the circle. Katlyn Pavia ultimately 
seized the victory for Connecticut 
College on a breakaway overtime 
goal, beating Bates’ junior goalie 
Cristina Vega on second attempt. 
Falcone said, “In the remainder 
of the season, our goal is to continue 
working hard. We plan on commit¬ 
ting to pushing one another in prac¬ 
tice and translating that hardwork¬ 
ing attitude into games.” 
There are only three more op¬ 
portunities to register a NESCAC 
win. Victories against Oneonta 
State on noon Saturday at home or 
at Babson next Wednesday would be 
solid morale boosters. Still, the bur¬ 
den of being winless in conference 
will remain until the team travels to 
take on Middlebury October 18th. 
JOHN NEUFELD 
STAFF WRITER 
After I wrote my article about 
the Bates intramural sports system, 
I met with the intramural coordina¬ 
tors to discuss the intramural sys¬ 
tem. This is the first full year that 
they’ve been in charge. 
The main reason for limited 
teams in IM sports is field space. At 
Bates, the varsity sports get first pri¬ 
ority, then club sports, and then IM 
and rentals. For soccer in particu¬ 
lar, the only place to play is on JB 
turf. Between IM and competitive, 
the fields are being used four nights 
a week Monday through Thursday. 
KEANEY 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 10 
faster pace. Before the chaos of the 
68-team field we all enjoy every year 
during March Madness, the most 
prestigious national tournament was 
the postseason National Invitational 
Tournament (NIT). Keaney led 
the Rams to four berths during his 
career, reaching the championship 
game in 1946 before losing to pow¬ 
erhouse Kentucky. In his 27-year 
tenure, Keaney only had one losing 
season and tallied over 400 wins. 
In addition to coaching, Keaney 
quite literally left his mark at URI 
Due to disinterest, there are no 
league matches on Friday nights and 
Sundays. Since field space is maxed 
out, it is impossible to accommo¬ 
date everyone who wants to play. 
However, there was some talk 
of improvement. One viable option 
is to only have one game a week 
instead of two. This would allow 
more teams to play in the league at 
the cost of fewer games played per 
team. A similar option would be to 
incorporate a bye week, so that more 
teams could play while keeping two 
games per week. In addition, there 
is an IM committee that meets once 
a week to discuss all things IM. This 
is a good source of information, and 
through his work teaching chemis¬ 
try. The official school color of URI 
to this day is Keaney Blue, a shade 
of blue that Keaney invented. While 
we mere mortals pick our favorite 
colors, Frank Keaney made up his 
own. Five years after Keaney left 
URI, the school named its Gymna¬ 
sium in honor of him, a dedication 
that continues today. In 1960, Ke¬ 
aney was inducted into the Basket¬ 
ball Hall of Fame as part of just the 
second ever class of basketball icons 
to be enshrined. John Wooden, the 
greatest basketball coach that ever 
lived, was inducted in the same class 
as a player, just as his coaching ca¬ 
reer was beginning to blossom. 
Keaney would have become the 
they also will answer any questions 
people have. 
All students interested in IM 
need to make sure to sign up on 
time and respect the fields that they 
are allowed to play on. Cleats are 
not permitted on JB turf. Gum 
has been found on the turf after IM 
nights. Put your gum in a trashcan; 
IM players are not going to get more 
options and privileges if they do not 
respect Bates’ fields. 
Bates is trying to accommodate 
more options for IM players, and 
there’s hope in the future for a more 
widespread IM sports league. 
first ever coach of the Boston Celt¬ 
ics in the late 1940s after he retired 
from coaching at URI, as he was of¬ 
fered the job but could not accept 
due to health reasons. 
Keaney excelled in everything 
that he did, forever altering the sport 
of basketball, building the athletic 
department at URI, and dedicating 
himself to the field of chemistry. So 
as basketball season approaches, the 
first time you witness the exciting 
creativity, the flawless moving parts 
of an effective fast break, remember 
that the beauty you are seeing stems 
from an energetic and innovative 
Batesie that roamed this same cam¬ 
pus over 100 years ago. 
Women's soccer fell to Connecticut College by a score of 2-0 this weekend in the team's second straight 
loss. First-year Sarah McCarthy played well in a losing effort, making 11 saves. According to junior Leah 
Humes, “This point in the season is often difficult and challenging for most teams, but I truly believe 
that we have what it takes to push through it. We need to stay composed and keep working hard at 
practice because our season isn’t close to being over.” Bates next plays again University of New England 
on Thursday night. 
Cross Country 
Cross country takes on 
tough competition at 
the Paul Short 
Collegiate Invitational 
The women collectively finish 14th of 
40 teams, while six Bobcat men notch 
personal best times. 
KEENAN BRENT 
WEB MASTER & BLOG EDITOR 
This past weekend, both the 
men’s and women’s cross country 
teams traveled to Lehigh University 
to compete in the Paul Short Col¬ 
legiate Invitational meet. Over 40 
teams competed in each race, with 
teams coming from all three colle¬ 
giate athletic divisions. The women’s 
team had a strong showing, finishing 
seventh out of the 20 competing Di¬ 
vision III teams and 14th overall. The 
men’s team, dealing with a number 
of injuries, did not fare as well. They 
finished fourth among Division III 
teams, but 35th overall. 
Senior Erica Gagnon said the 
meet was a good experience for 
the team to compete against a 
larger field and learn how to work 
as a team while running in a larger 
pack. “When you have such a large 
amount of runners, the start of the 
race is very overwhelming,” Gagnon 
commented. “It’s important to get 
the chance before postseason to 
practice going out at a faster pace 
than normal and be able to still work 
as a team and settle into a rhythm.” 
Finishing first for the Bobcats 
was sophomore Jess Wilson in 77th 
place overall. Senior Elena Jay fin¬ 
ished just one second after Wilson, 
with the two crossing the finish line 
in 23:01 and 23:02 respectively. The 
rest of the Bates women finished in 
a pack, with just 0:21 separating the 
runners in this group. 
“We have our workout groups 
in practice, and when you get to run 
with those same girls alongside you 
in the meet it’s always encouraging 
when you’re starting to get tired,” 
said Gagnon. “If you feel as if you’re 
starting to fall behind, you can just 
think to yourself, ‘I ran with her ev¬ 
ery step of the workout this week. If 
she can do this, I can do this.’” 
The team could only bring ten 
of their runners to the meet, and in 
their meet next weekend they will 
also be unable to bring the whole 
team. The next time the entire team 
will be able to compete together will 
be on October 18th, at the Maine 
State Meet in Farmington, ME. 
Though the men’s team did not 
place as well as they had hoped, they 
still had a strong showing, beating 
several Division I teams and com¬ 
peting with many Division III rivals. 
Senior John Stansel came in first 
for the Bobcats, finishing the 8K 
race in a personal best 25:10 and in 
90th overall. Five of his teammates 
also beat their personal bests in the 
race. 
Stansel reflected on some of 
the changes to the team that took 
place over the summer: “Last year 
we graduated a large portion of our 
top runners, which meant that this 
year we felt like we really wanted to 
develop some ‘big race’ experience.” 
This race appeared to give the 
men’s team some of that experi¬ 
ence. “All in all, the guys ran very 
well and most showed big improve¬ 
ments,” said Stansel. “It was great to 
see them develop as runners, and to 
come out of the meet having beaten 
teams like UConn and University of 
Miami (FL), I would consider the 
meet a success.” 
Coach A1 Fereshetian agreed 
that the meet was a good effort, and 
looks to future meets to help the 
team get into a good competitive 
rhythm for the rest of the season. He 
plans to take a fresh set of runners to 
their next meet, all-divisions Open 
New Englands next Saturday. 
Like the women’s team, the men 
will all come together again in the 
Maine State Meet. 
“In the grand scheme of things, 
we still have our most important 
races ahead of us,” noted Stansel. 
Sports 
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Football 
Football grinds out emotional 19-12 win over Williams 
Men’s Soccer 
NESCAC playoffs still 
possible for resurgent 
men’s soccer squad 
The Bobcats strung together their first winning streak of 
the season with a first NESCAC home victory in six years. 
NOAH LEVICK 
MANAGING SPORTS EDITOR 
The first three weeks of the sea¬ 
son were a nightmare for Bates mens 
soccer. The team didn’t score a goal 
in the opening three games. Though 
the season started on September 3rd, 
the Bobcats failed to register a win 
until a 3-0 triumph over Trinity 
on September 27th. Now, however, 
Bates has finally gathered some posi¬ 
tive momentum, as they’re currently 
on a two-game winning streak fol¬ 
lowing a historic 2-1 overtime vic¬ 
tory over Connecticut College on 
Saturday. 
Until this weekend, the last NE¬ 
SCAC home game Bates won was in 
2008. Their prospects weren’t look¬ 
ing too pretty on a drab day, as the 
Camels scored the game’s first goal 
in the 12th minute on a free kick by 
Colin Patch. From that point on, 
Bates’ junior goalie Sam Polito, who 
notched six saves, was impenetrable. 
Polito attributed the Bobcats’ im¬ 
proved form to an overall height¬ 
ened aggressiveness. 
“We have really made an effort 
to emphasize physicality lately. This 
was one area that was definitely lack¬ 
ing in the beginning half of the sea¬ 
son. We are winning more tackles, 
air balls, and just being more gritty 
from top to bottom,” said Polito. 
Near the end of the first half, 
freshman midfielder Justin Yacovino 
equalized with his first goal of the 
season. An even score line was only 
appropriate for a game that ended 
with both teams firing 16 shots. 
The final shot on goal, Bates’ eighth 
compared to the seven registered by 
Connecticut College, climactically 
capped proceedings. 
After regulation inevitably fin¬ 
ished with the score knotted at one 
apiece, both sides threatened early 
in overtime. While the Camels’ Kev¬ 
in O’Brien had a shot hit the post, 
sophomore forward Peabo Knoth 
netted his chance in the sixth min¬ 
ute of overtime, scoring on a shot 
into the bottom corner off fresh¬ 
man Sal Sprofera’s assist. The Bob¬ 
cats piled on top of Knoth, ecstati¬ 
cally celebrating his fifth score of the 
season and undoubtedly his most 
clutch goal. 
Thanks to their win, Bates is 
now in the 8th and final playoff spot 
in the NESCAC standings. Next 
on the schedule is a home game on 
October 13th versus non-conference 
opponent Curry. Then, the high 
stakes final three games of the season 
are all against NESCAC foes, with 
a matchup against Middlebury on 
the road October 18th followed by 
consecutive home encounters versus 
Williams and then Colby Despite 
the Bobcats’ horrific start, Knoth 
and the team sense that a playoff 
berth could still be within reach. 
“In terms of what we need to 
do over the last few games, I think 
we just need to keep our confidence 
high and continue fighting,” said 
Knoth. “There’s not much difference 
between any of the NESCAC teams. 
The better ones just don’t lose focus 
and keep the game simple, so that’s 
what we’re trying to do.” 
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